
    

AAAArrrrtttt....    55550000.... Ñ (1) L'espace appropri� et les conditions mat�-
rielles n�cessaires pour le d�roulement de l'activit� de l'Office
national du registre du commerce et de chaque office du
registre du commerce seront assur�s pour les ann�es
1990Ð1991 par la pr�fecture et, respectivement, la Mairie de
la municipalit� de Bucarest.

(2) Les biens avec lesquels ont �t� dot�s les offices pas-
sent, sans paiement, dans la propri�t� des chambres de com-
merce et d'industrie territoriales jusqu'� la date du 1er jan-
vier 1992.

AAAArrrrtttt....    55551111.... Ñ La Chambre de commerce et d'industrie de
Roumanie et les chambres de commerce et d'industrie ter-
ritoriales assureront les conditions n�cessaires au fonction-
nement du syst�me informatique unitaire du registre du
commerce.

AAAArrrrtttt....    55552222....    Ñ L'Office du registre du commerce de la muni-
cipalit� de Bucarest devient l'Office du registre du commerce
de la municipalit� de Bucarest et du d�partement d'Ilfov.

AAAArrrrtttt....    55553333. Ñ La pr�sente loi entre en vigueur dans le d�lai
de trente jours de sa publication au 

 

Moniteur Officiel de la
Roumanie*. 

Loi no 26/1990

* Y font exception les dispositions de l'art. 4 al. (2) et (3), art. 6, art. 8
al. (2), (3) et (4), art. 11 al. (2), (3) et (4), art. 12 al. (1), (3) et (4), art. 13 al. (1),
art. 14, art. 15, art. 16, art. 17 � 20, art. 21 lett. f), art. 23, art. 24 al. (3),
art. 25 al. (3), art. 26 � 29, art. 30 al. (2) et (4), art. 36, art. 37, art. 39, art. 41,
art. 44, art. 45, art. 48 al. (1) et des art. 51 et 52, qui entrent en vigueur
trente jours suivant la date de publication au Moniteur Officiel de la
Roumanie, Partie Ire, de la Loi no 12/1998. 
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TITLE I
General provisions

AAAArrrrtttt....    1111.... Ñ (1) With a view to carrying out trading opera-
tions, natural and legal persons may associate and set up
trading companies, in compliance with the provisions of the
present law.

(2) The trading companies, having their registered office
in Romania are Romanian legal persons.

AAAArrrrtttt....    2222.... Ñ The trading companies will be set up under one
of the following forms: a) general partnership; b) limited
partnership; c) joint-stock company; d) limited partnership
by shares; e) limited liability company.

AAAArrrrtttt....    3333.... Ñ (1) A companyÕs social obligations are guaran-
teed with its registered assets.

(2) The associates in a general partnership as well as
the active partners in a limited partnership or in a limit-
ed partnership by shares shall have an unlimited and
joint liability for the companyÕs obligations. The credi-
tors shall first go against the company to fulfill its obli-
gations and will go against the associates only if it does
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* Republished on the grounds of Art. X of the Government Expeditious
Ordinance No. 32/1997, published in the ÒMonitorul OficialÓ (Official
Gazette of Romania), Part I, No. 133/27 June 1997, approved and modified
by the Law No. 195/17 November 1997, published in the ÒMonitorul
OficialÓ (Official Gazette of Romania), Part I, No. 335/28 November 1997
by giving the texts new numbers.

The Law No. 31/1990 was published in the ÒMonitorul OficialÓ (Official
Gazette of Romania), Part I, No. 126Ð127/17 November 1990 and it was
modified by: Law No. 41/1 June 1991, published in the ÒMonitorul OficialÓ
(Official Gazette of Romania), Part I, No. 120/4 June 1991; Law No. 44/4
July 1991, published in the ÒMonitorul OficialÓ (Official Gazette of
Romania), Part I, No. 142/11 July 1991; Law No. 80/23 December 1991,
published in the ÒMonitorul OficialÓ (Official Gazette of Romania), Part I,
No. 263/23 December 1991, and by the Law No. 78/20 July 1992, published
in the ÒMonitorul OficialÓ (Official Gazette of Romania), Part I, No. 178/28
July 1992.



not meet payments within 15 days from the date of receiv-
ing notice.

(3) The shareholders, the sleeping partners as well as the
associates in a limited liability company may be kept liable
only up to the value of their subscribed registered capital.

AAAArrrrtttt....    4444....    ÑÑÑÑ    A trading company shall have at least two asso-
ciates except for the case where the law provides otherwise.

TITLE II
Setting up trading companies

CHAPTER I
The constitutive act of the trading company

AAAArrrrtttt....    5555.... Ñ (1) The general partnership company or the limit-
ed partnership shall be set up by a company contract while
the joint-stock company, the limited partnership by shares
or the limited liability company shall be set up by a com-
pany contract and its articles of association.

(2) The limited liability company may be set up by the
act of will of a single person. In this case only the articles
of association shall be drawn up.

(3) The company contract and the articles of association
may be drawn up as a single document entitled the consti-
tutive act.

(4) When only the company contract or only the articles
of association are concluded, they could also be denomi-
nated as constitutive act. Within this present law the
constitutive act designates both the single document and
the company contract and/or the companyÕs articles of asso-
ciation.

(5) The constitutive act shall be signed by all associates
or, in case of a public subscription, by the founders, and
shall be concluded in an authenticated form.

AAAArrrrtttt....    6666.... Ñ (1) The signers of the constitutive act as well as
the persons with a decisive role in the setting up of the com-
pany are considered as founders.
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(2) The persons who, according to the law, are incapaci-
tated or have been sentenced for fraudulent management,
breach of trust, forgery, use of forgeries, cheating, embez-
zlement, perjury, bribery or other criminal offences
prescribed by this present law, can not assume the position
of founders.

AAAArrrrtttt....    7777....    Ñ The constitutive act of the general partnership,
of the limited partnership, and of the limited liability com-
pany shall contain:

a) the name and first name, place and date of birth, domi-
cile and citizenship of the associates when they are natural
persons; the denomination, the registered office and the
nationality of the associates, when they are legal persons. In
case of a limited partnership the active partners as well as
the sleeping partners shall be clearly identified;

b) the form, denomination, the headquarters and the
emblem of the company, as the case may be;

c) the companyÕs object of activity, specifying the field of
action and the main activity;

d) the subscribed and the deposited registered capital,
with special mention of each associateÕs contribution, wheth-
er in cash or in kind, the value of the assets brought as
contribution in kind and the way the evaluation has been
made, as well as the date when all subscribed registered capi-
tal shall be deposited. In a limited liability company the
number and the nominal value of all participating shares as
well as the number of participating shares atributed to each
associate for his contribution shall be specified;

e) the associates who represent and manage the compa-
ny or the independent administrators, be they natural or
legal persons, the powers vested in them and whether they
are going to exert the powers together or separately;

f) each associateÕs part in profits and losses;
g) location of its subsidiaries Ñ branches, agencies, or other

offices of the same kind without legal personality Ñ when
they and the company are set up at the same time, or con-
ditions to set them up at a later date if such a setting up is
considered;

h) duration of the company;
i) the method of dissolution or liquidation of the com-

pany.
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AAAArrrrtttt....    8888.... Ñ The constitutive act of the joint-stock company
or of the limited partnership by shares shall contain:

a) the name and first name, place and date of birth, the
domicile and citizenship of the associates, when they are
natural persons; denomination, their registered office and
the nationality of the associates, when they are legal per-
sons; in case of a limited partnership by shares the active
partners as well as the sleeping partners shall be clearly iden-
tified;

b) the form, denomination, the registered office and the
emblem of the company, as the case may be;

c) the companyÕs object of activity, specifying the field of
action and its main activity;

d) the subscribed and deposited registered capital. At the
time of setting up the subscribed registered capital, deposit-
ed by each shareholder, shall be no less than 30% of the sub-
scribed capital, except where the law provided otherwise.
The remaining of the registered capital shall be deposited
within 12 months from the date of the companyÕs incorpo-
ration;

e) the value of the assets brought as contribution in kind,
the method of evaluation and the number of shares atribut-
ed against them;

f) the number and nominal value of the shares, specify-
ing whether they are registered or on bearer; where there
are different categories of shares the number, nominal value
and the rights confered to each category shall be specified;

g) the name and first name, place and date of birth, the
domicile and citizenship of the managers, when they are
natural persons; denomination, the headquarters and nation-
ality of the managers, when they are legal persons; the gua-
ranty which the managers are bond to deposit, the powers
vested in them and whether they shall exert the said togeth-
er or separately; the special rights of administration and
representation granted to some of them. In a limited part-
nership by shares the active partners who represent and
manage the company shall be identified;

h) the name and first name, place and date of birth, domi-
cile and citizenship of the auditors, when they are natural
persons; denomination, headquarters and nationality of audi-
tors, when they are legal persons;

i) provisions regarding the management, administration
and functioning of the company as well as the administra-
tive control over companyÕs property;
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j) duration of the company;
k) method of profit distribution and loss bearing;
l) location of its subsidiaries Ñ branches, agencies or other

offices of the same kind without legal personality Ñ when
they and the company are set up at the same time, or the
conditions to set them up at a later date if such a setting up
is considered;

m) special benefits reserved for the founders;
n) the shares for the sleeping partners in a limited part-

nership by shares;
o) operations concluded by associates on behalf of the

company to be set up and which the company is going to
take over as well as the sums of money to be paid for those
operations;

p) method of dissolution or liquidation of the company.
AAAArrrrtttt....    9999.... Ñ The joint-stock company may be set up only by

full and simultaneous subscription of the registered capital
by all signers of the constitutive act or by public subscrip-
tion.

AAAArrrrtttt....    11110000.... Ñ (1) The registered capital of the joint-stock com-
pany or of the limited partnership by shares can not be lower
than 25,000,000 lei.*
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* According to Article VI of the Expeditious Government Ordinance no.
32/1997, as amended by Law no. 195/1997 the existing joint-stock
companies, limited pertnerships by shares and the limited liability
companies which do not have the minimum registered capital stipulated
by this Article, are obliged to complete it within a year as from the date
of coming into force of the Expeditious Ordinance.

Until the expiry of this time limits the registered capital contributed as
an increase of capital to joint-stock companies or limited partnerships by
shares can not be lower than 30% of the capital subscribed for the same
purpose.

The increase of the registered capital can also be done by using the
reserves, except legal reserves, as well as the benefits and bonuses related
to the capital, including the positive differencies resulted out of the re-
assesment of the registered assets or in other ways allowed by the law.

Instead of the completion of the registered capital those companies
may, at their option, proceed to change the form of the company into one
where, the existing registered capital will suffice, which change should be
done within one year as from the date of coming into force of this
Expeditious Ordinance (i.e. July 27, 1997).

In case the above mentioned one year time period is not observed the
court, at the request of the state through the Ministry of Finance or of the
relevant county Chamber of Commerce and Industry or of any interested
person, will decide upon the dissolution of the company.

However the court, for justified reasons, may grant a new 6 months
time period at the most for the completion of the registered capital.



(2) The number of shareholders in a joint-stock company
can not be under 5.

AAAArrrrtttt....    11111111.... Ñ (1) The registered capital of the limited liabili-
ty company can not be lower than 2,000,000 lei and it shall
be divided into equal participating shares that can not be
less than 100,000 lei each.*

(2) The participating shares can not be represented by
negociable instruments.

AAAArrrrtttt....    11112222.... Ñ In a limited liability company the number of
the associates can not be higher than 50.

AAAArrrrtttt....    11113333.... Ñ (1) In case that, in a limited liability company,
the participating shares belong to a single person as a sole
associate, that person has the rights and duties prescribed,
according to this present law, for the general assembly of
the associates.

(2) If the sole associate is also the manager he shall assume
the duties prescribed by the law for persons filling that
position.

(3) In a company set up by a sole associate the value of his
contribution in kind shall be assessed by specialized experts.

AAAArrrrtttt....    11114444....    Ñ (1) A natural person or a legal person can not
fill the position of sole associate in more that one limited
liability company.

(2) A limited liability company can not have, as a sole
associate, another limited liability company set up by a sin-
gle person.

(3) In case the provisions of para. (1) and (2) of this arti-
cle are infringed, the State through the Ministry of Finance
shall request the dissolution of such a company by way of
court decision. Likewise, the relevant county Chamber of
Commerce and Industry or any interested person may requ-
est dissolution by way of a court decision of any company
set up by infringement of the above-mentioned provisions.

(4) Based on the dissolution decision, the liquidation shall
be carried out according to the rules prescribed by this pre-
sent law for limited liability companies.

AAAArrrrtttt....    11115555.... Ñ (1) Contributions in cash are compulsory when
setting up companies of any kind.

(2) Contributions in kind are admissible in all forms of
companies. These contributions are fulfilled by transfering
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the relevant rights and by effective delivery, to the compa-
ny, of the assets in a good to use condition.

(3) Contributions in debts shall be paid according to the
rules prescribed under Article 84 hereinbelow. Such contri-
butions are not admited in joint-stock companies set up by
public subscription, in limited partnerships by shares or in
limited liability companies.

(4) Labour prestations cannot be considered as contributions
to form or to increase the registered capital.

(5) The associates in a general partnership as well as the
active partners may assume the obligation to come with
labour prestations as contributions but these contributions
can not be considered as such with the purpose to form or
to increase the registered capital. In exchange for such con-
tributions the associates are entitled, according to the con-
stitutive act, to share in the distribution of profits and com-
panyÕs assets remaining, at the same time, bound to pay their
share of possible losses.

AAAArrrrtttt....    11116666.... Ñ At the time of authentication of the constitutive
act the company shall produce the proof issued by the trade
register office regarding the disponibility of firmÕs name and
of the emblem.

CHAPTER II
Specific formalities to set up joint-stock 
companies by way of public subscription

AAAArrrrtttt....    11117777.... Ñ (1) In case the joint-stock company is set up by
public subscription, its founders shall draw up an issue pros-
pectus containing the data provided under Article 8, except
those regarding the managers, directors and auditors and
that shall establish the closing date of the subscription.

(2) The issue prospectus, signed by founders in the auth-
entic form, shall be deposited, prior to its publishing, with
the trade register office of the county where the companyÕs
registered office will be established.

(3) The mandatory judge of the trade register office, ascer-
taining the meeting of the conditions of paragraphs (1) and
(2), shall authorize the issue prospectus publication.

(4) The issue prospectus which does not contain all the
mentions shall be void. The subscriber can not be in a posi-
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tion to invoke such nullity if he attended the constitutive
meeting or if he exercised the shareholderÕs rights and duties.

AAAArrrrtttt....    11118888    Ñ (1) The subscriptions of shares shall be made
on one or mare copies of the foundersÕ issue prospertus visa-
ed by mandatory judge.

(2) The subscription will contain: the name and first name
or denomination, domicile, or registered office of the sub-
scriber; number of subscribed shares, given in letters, sub-
scription date and an express statement that the subscriber
knows and accepts the issue prospectus.

(3) The sharing in the companyÕs profits, reserved by
founders to their own use, altough accepted by subscribers,
shall have no effect unless it is approved by the constitutive
meeting.

AAAArrrrtttt....    11119999.... Ñ Within a period of maximum 15 days from sub-
scription closing date, the founders will call together the con-
stitutive meeting by a notice published in the ÒMonitorul
OficialÓ (Official Gazette of Romania), Part IV, and in two
wide circulation newspapers 15 days prior to the day estab-
lished for the meeting. The notice shall indicate the place
and date of the meeting which can not take place later than
two months from the subscription closing date and also a
detailed list of the problems subject to discussion.

AAAArrrrtttt....    22220000....    Ñ (1) The company can be set up only if the full
registered capital was subscribed and each accepter has paid
in cash half of the subscribed shares value to the Savings
and Consignment Office, to a commercial bank or to one of
their subsidiaries. The other half shall be paid within 12
months as from the incorporation date.

(2) The shares which represent contribution in kind shall
be covered in full.

AAAArrrrtttt....    22221111.... Ñ If the public subscriptions exceed the registered
capital stipulated by the issue prospectus, or they are smal-
ler than this one, the founders shall be obliged to submit to
the constitutive meetingÕs approval the increase, or the reduc-
tion of the registered capital to the subscription level, as the
case may be.

AAAArrrrtttt....    22222222.... Ñ (1) The founders shall be obliged to draw up a
list of those who, accepting the subscription, are entitled to
take part in the constitutive meeting, mentioning the num-
ber of shares of each one.
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(2) This list will be posted up at the meeting place, at least
five days prior to the meeting date.

AAAArrrrtttt....    22223333.... Ñ (1) The meeting elects a president and two or
more secretaries. The participation of the accepters will be
ascertained by a list of attendance, signed by each of them
and visaed by the president and by one of the secretaries.

(2) Before starting the proceedings of the meetingÕs agen-
da any accepter has the right to make remarks regarding
the list posted by the founders; the meeting will have to
decide upon the issue.

AAAArrrrtttt....    22224444.... Ñ (1) In the constitutive meeting each accepter
has the right to one vote, irrespective of the shares subscribed
to. He may also be represented by a special proxy.

(2) No one can represent more than 5 accepters.
(3) The accepters who provided contributions in kind do

not have the right to vote in proceedings regarding their
contribution even if they are subscribers of shares paid in
cash or they are proxies of other accepters.

(4) The constitutive meeting is considered legal when half
plus one of the acceptersÕ number are present and makes
decisions with simple majority vote of those attending the
meeting.

AAAArrrrtttt....    22225555.... Ñ (1) In case of contribution in kind, advantages
reserved for the founders, operations concluded by founders
on behalf of the company to be set up and which it is going
to take over, the constitutive meeting appoints, according to
Article 38, one or several experts who will advise the asses-
ments.

(2) If the required majority can not be met, the experts
shall be appointed by the mandatory judge upon the requ-
est of any accepter.

AAAArrrrtttt....    22226666.... Ñ (1) After the experts submitted their evaluation
report as provided by Article 37, the founders shall again
call together the constitutive meeting according to the pro-
visions of Article 19 hereinabove.

(2) If the value of the contribution in kind established by
experts is by one fifth lower than the one mentioned by
founders in the issue prospectus, any accepter may withdraw,
informing the founders accordingly, until the day established
for the constitutive meeting.
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(3) The shares of the withdrawn accepters may be acqui-
red by the founders within a period of 30 days or, subse-
quently, by other persons by way of public subscription.

AAAArrrrtttt....    22227777.... Ñ The constitutive meeting has the following obli-
gations:

Ñ to verify the existence of the payments;
Ñ to examine and validate the evaluation report of the

experts on contributions in kind; to approve the sharing of
founders into profits as well as the operations concluded on
behalf of the company;

Ñ to discuss and approve the constitutive act of the com-
pany, the present members representing also in this respect
the absent members, and to appoint those who will be pre-
sent at the authentication of the act and fulfilling the for-
mal procedures required to set up the company;

Ñ to appoint the managers and the auditors.
AAAArrrrtttt....    22228888....    Ñ (1) The payments made, according to Article 20,

to set up the company by public subscription shall be hand-
ed over to the persons empowered to cash or to collect them
according to the constitutive act or, when such a provision
does not exist, to the persons appointed by the managing
board decission, after presentation to the trade register office
of the certificate attesting companyÕs incorporation.

(2) If the company was not set up, the payments shall be
returned to the accepters.

AAAArrrrtttt....    22229999.... Ñ (1) The founders are kept responsible for the
consequencies of their deeds and for the expenses incured
by the companyÕs setting up and if, for any reason, it will
not be set up, they can not rise against the accepters.

(2) The founders are obliged to hand over to the mana-
gers the documents and correspondence regarding the com-
panyÕs setting up.

AAAArrrrtttt....    33330000.... Ñ (1) The founders and the first appointed mana-
gers have a joint liability, as from the moment the compa-
ny has been set up, to the company and to third parties for:

Ñ full subscription of the registered capital and the effec-
tuation of payments as provided by law or by the constitu-
tive act;

Ñ existence of contributions in kind;
Ñ veracity of the publications made in view of setting up

the company.
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(2) The founders are also liable for the validity of the ope-
rations concluded on behalf of the company before setting
up and undertaken by the company.

(3) The general meeting may not discharge the founders
and the first appointed managers of the responsibility they
have according to this Article and to Article 49 and Article
53 for a period of 5 years.

AAAArrrrtttt....    33331111.... Ñ (1) The constitutive meeting will decide upon
the quota out of the net profits due to the founders of a com-
pany set by public subscription.

(2) The quota stipulated under paragraph (1) cannot exceed
6 per cent of the net profit and cannot be granted for a
period longer than five years from the date of the company
setting up.

(3) In case of increase of the registered capital, the found-
ersÕ rights could only be exercised upon the profit corres-
ponding to the initial registered capital.

(4) Only natural persons recognized as founders through
the constitutive act may benefit by the provisions of this
Article.

AAAArrrrtttt....    33332222.... Ñ In case of anticipated dissolution of the com-
pany, the founders are entitled to lay claim to the company
for damages, if the dissolution was carried out to the pre-
judice of their rights.

AAAArrrrtttt....    33333333.... Ñ The right to suit is lost by limitation after six
months passing from the date of the meeting of the general
assembly of the sharholders which decided the anticipated
dissolution.

AAAArrrrtttt....    33334444.... Ñ The trading companies by shares set up by way
of public subscription shall be considered as open compa-
nies according to para. k) of Article 2 of Law no. 52/1994
regarding securities and the stock exchanges completed
accordingly by the provisiones of this present law as regards
incorporation with the trade register.

CHAPTER III
Incorporation of the company

AAAArrrrtttt....    33335555.... Ñ (1) Within 15 days as from the authentica-
tion date of the constitutive act, the founders or the mana-
gers of the company or one of their properly empowered
representative, will request incorporation of the compa-
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ny with the trade register of the area where it will have
its  headquarters.

(2) The following documents shall be attached to the appli-
cation:

a) the constitutive act of the company;
b) the proof attesting payments made according to the

constitutive act;
c) documents attesting ownership over the contributions

in kind and, in case buildings are involved, the certificate
regarding mortgages or other obligations which may be
attached to them;

d) documents attesting operations concluded on behalf of
the company and approved by the associates;

e) a written statement on their responsibility signed by
the founders, the managers and the auditors by which they
declare they fulfill the conditions required by this present
law.

(3) All authorization documents and all relevant opinions
issued by the competent public authorities depending on the
object of activity of a company, shall be requested by the
trade registerÕs office within 5 days as from the application
registration date while the competent authorities shall have
to issue their relevant opinions or authorization documents
within 15 days. It is not necesary to submit the technical
opinions or the technical authorizations nor those whose
issuance is legally conditioned by the incorporation of the
company.

AAAArrrrtttt....    33336666.... Ñ (1) The control over the legality of the docu-
ments and of the deeds which, according to the law, are
going to be registered with the trade register, is exercised
by the judiciary through a mandatory judge.

(2) At the begining of each judicial year, the president of
the court will appoint one or more judges to attend at the
trade register office.

(3) The mandatory judge may request, on partiesÕ account,
an expert appraisement as well as presentation of other
evidence.

AAAArrrrtttt....    33337777.... Ñ (1) In cases where joint-stock companies are
involved, if there are contributions in kind, advantages
reserved for the founders, operations concluded by the
founders on behalf of the company to be set up and which
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it is going to take over, the mandatory judge shall appoint,
within 5 days as from the application registration date one
ore more experts from the list of licensed experts. The experts
shall draw up a report comprising the description and the
method of evaluation of all contributed goods, and will clear-
ly show if the value of the said goods come up to the num-
ber and value of the shares granted against them, as well as
other elements requested by the mandatory judge. For new
movables the invoices shall serve as an evaluation element.

(2) The report shall be submitted with the trade register
office within 15 days where it could be examined by the per-
sonal creditors of the associates and by any other person. At
their request and at their expense they may get full copies
of the report or only parts of it.

AAAArrrrtttt....    33338888....    Ñ The following persons can not be appointed as
experts:

Ñ relatives or kinsmen up to the fourth rank inclusively
and spouses of those who came up with contributions in
kind or of the founders;

Ñ the persons who receive, in any way, for the positions
they fulfill, other than that of an expert, an wage or a remu-
neration from the founders or from those who came up with
contributions in kind.

AAAArrrrtttt....    33339999.... Ñ (1) In cases where the legal requirements are
fulfilled the mandatory judge shall authorize, by way of con-
clusions handed in within 5 days as from the date the said
requirements have been fulfilled, the setting up of the com-
pany and will order its incorporation with the trade regis-
ter, according to the conditions stipulated by the law regard-
ing that register.

(2) The incorporation conclusions shall contain the men-
tions of the constitutive act as provided by Article 7 and
Article 8, as the case may be.

AAAArrrrtttt....    44440000.... Ñ (1) The trading company becomes a legal per-
son as from the date of its incorporation with the trade regis-
ter.

(2) Incorporation shall be done within 24 hours as from
the date the conclusions of the mandatory judge has beco-
me final.

AAAArrrrtttt....    44441111....    Ñ (1) At the time of incorporation the conclusions
of the mandatory judge shall be forwarded, ex officio, to the
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ÒMonitorul OficialÓ (Official Gazette of Romania) for publi-
cation, at the partiesÕ expense, as well as to the office of the
financial administration of the area where the company has
its headquarters with the purpose to be entered into the fis-
cal books, mentioning the registration number with the trade
register.

(2) At the partiesÕ request and at their expense, the con-
stitutive act visaed by the mandatory judge shall be published
in the same Official Gazette of Romania, Part IV, in full or
only parts of it.

(3) In cases of general partnership or limited partnership
companies only an excerpt of the conclusions, visaed by the
mandatory judge, may be published in the ÒMonitorul Oficial
al RomânieiÓ (Official Gazette of Romania), which shall con-
tain: the data of the conclusions, identification data of the
associates, denomination and the emblem of the company,
if any, its headquarters, form and object of activity, briefly,
the registered capital, duration of the company, incorpora-
tion number with the trade register.

AAAArrrrtttt....    44442222.... Ñ The branches represent trading companies with
legal personality and are set up in one of the forms described
by Article 2 and under the conditions prescribed for that
form. They shall follow the legal status of the form in which
they were set up.

AAAArrrrtttt....    44443333.... Ñ (1) The subsidiaries represent parts without legal
personality of the trading companies which are incorporat-
ed with the trade register of the county where they will carry
out their activity before their activity starts.

(2) If the subsidiary is set up in a place situated within
the same county, or the same locality as the mother com-
pany then it shall be incorporated with the same trade regis-
ter, but distinctly, as a separate incorporation.

(3) The legal status of subsidiary shall be applied to any
other secondary centre, irrespective of its denomination, to
which the mother company will confer the legal status of a
subsidiary.

(4) The other secondary centres Ñ agencies, representa-
tions and the like Ñ shall be reffered to only within the incor-
poration of the company with the trade register of its main
headquarters.
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(5) Secondary centres can not be set up under the deno-
mination of branches.*

AAAArrrrtttt....    44444444.... Ñ The foreign trading companies may set up
branches in Romania, according to the provisions of
Romanian laws, as well as subsidiaries, agencies, represen-
tations or other secondary centres, providing this represents
a right recognized as such by their organic articles of asso-
ciation.

AAAArrrrtttt....    44445555.... Ñ (1) The representatives of the company are
obliged to submit their own signatures with the trade register
office within 15 days as from the companyÕs incorporation
date, if they have been appointed by the constitutive act, and
within 15 days since their election by the ones elected after
the company started its operation.

(2) The provision of the previous paragraph shall also be
accordingly applicable to the heads of the subsidiaries.

CHAPTER IV
Consequences of the infringements of the legal

requirements when setting up a company

AAAArrrrtttt....    44446666.... Ñ When the constitutive act does not contain the
mentions required by law or contains clauses by which an
imperative legal provision is infringed or when a legal requ-
irement was not fulfilled when setting up the company, then
the mandatary judge, ex officio or at the request of any asso-
ciate or of other interested parties will reject by a motivated
conclusion, the incorporation application except for the case
where the associates remove the irregularities. The manda-
tory judge shall reflect, in his conclusion, the achieved regu-
larizations.

AAAArrrrtttt....    44447777.... Ñ (1) In case the founders or the companyÕs repre-
sentatives did not request its incoporation within the time limit
set by the law, anyone of the associates may request incorpora-
tion with the trade register office after previously, by notifica-
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tion or by registered letter gave them formal notice and they did
not conform themselves within 8 days after receiving notice.

(2) Still, if incorporation is not effected within the time
limits as stipulated by the previous paragraph then the asso-
ciates are discharged of their obligations proceeding from
their subscriptions after passing a 3 months period since the
constitutive act has been authenticated, except when the said
act provides otherwise.

(3) If one of the associates has requested the fulfillment
of the incorporation requirements then the others shall not
be in a position to request discharge of their obligations as
they result from the subscriptions.

AAAArrrrtttt....    44448888.... Ñ (1) In case some irregularities are discovered
after incorporation, the company is obliged to proceed for
their removal within 8 days, at the most, since they have
been ascertained.

(2) If the company does not take action then any inte-
rested person may request the court to oblige the manage-
ment of the company to regularize them under penalty of
payment of comminatory damages.

(3) The right to initiate a regulatory suit shall be lost by
limitation after one year as from the date the company has
been incorporated.*

AAAArrrrtttt....    44449999.... Ñ The founders, the representatives of the com-
pany and the first members of the directing, administration
and control bodies of the company have an unlimited and
joint liability for the damages caused by the irregularities
mentioned by Articles 46 to 48.

AAAArrrrtttt....    55550000.... Ñ (1) The acts or deeds, for which the publicity
as prescribed by the law has not been effected, can not be
opposed to third parties, except for the case where the com-
pany proves they had good knowledge of the said.

(2) Operations concluded by the company befor the 16th

day since the publication in the ÒMonitorul OficialÓ (Official
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Gazette of Romania) of the conclusions of the mandatory
judge are not opposable to third parties which prove they
could not take knowledge of the said.

AAAArrrrtttt....    55551111.... Ñ However, the third parties may invoke the acts
or deeds about which the publicity was not effected, except
for the case where lack of publicity renders them useless.

AAAArrrrtttt....    55552222.... Ñ The company is obliged to check up the iden-
tity between the text submitted to the trade register office
and the one published in the ÒMonitorul OficialÓ (Official
Gazette of Romania) or in the newspapers. In case they pre-
sent differencies the third parties may oppose to the com-
pany any one of the texts, except for the case where the com-
pany presents proof that they had good knowledge of the
text submitted to the trade register office.

AAAArrrrtttt....    55553333....    Ñ The founders, the representatives and other per-
sons which worked in the name of a company to be set up
have a joint and unlimited liability to the third parties for
the juridical acts concluded with them on behalf of the com-
pany, except for the case where the company, after acquir-
ing legal personality, takes the said over as being its own.
The acts taken over as such shall be considered as belonging
to the company ever since their being concluded.

AAAArrrrtttt....    55554444.... Ñ (1) Neither the company nor the third parties
are in a position to oppose an irregularity in the appoin-
tment of the representatives, of the managers or other per-
sons belonging to the bodies of the company, in order to
avoid their obligations, providing the appointment has been
published according to the law.

(2) The company can not invoke to the third parties the
appointments in the offices mentioned in the previous para-
graph or the cessation of these offices if they were not
published according to the law.

AAAArrrrtttt....    55555555.... Ñ (1) The joint-stock company, the limited part-
nership by shares and the limited liability company in their
relations with third parties become responsible for the acts
concluded by their management bodies even if these acts
exceed the object of activity, except for the case where it
proves that the third parties knew it or, in the given
circumstances, had to know about it. The publishing of the
constitutive act by it alone can not be taken as proof for
being in the know.
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(2) The clauses of the constitutive act or the decisions
taken by the management bodies of the companies as pres-
cribed in the previous paragraph, which limit the powers
vested into them by the law, can not be opposed to third
parties, even if they were published.

AAAArrrrtttt....    55556666.... Ñ The nullity of a company incorporated with the
trade register can be declared by the court only when:

a) the constitutive act lacks or when the said was not con-
cluded in an duly certified form;

b) all founders were legally incapable at the time when
the company was set up;

c) the companyÕs object of activity is illicit or against public
order;

d) the conclusion of the mandatory judge for companyÕs
incorporation is lacking;

e) the administrative legal authorization of the companyÕs
setting up is lacking;

f) the constitutive act does not mention the denomination
of the company, its object of activity, the contributions of
the associates and the subscribed registered capital;

g) legal provisions regarding the minimum registered capi-
tal, subscribed and paid were not observed;

h) the minimum number of associates prescribed by the
law was not observed.

AAAArrrrtttt....    55557777.... Ñ The nullity can not be declared in case its cause,
invoked in the annulment suit has been removed before the
closing argument in front of the court.

AAAArrrrtttt....    55558888....    Ñ (1) On the day the court decision by which the
nullity was declared has become irrevocable, the company
ceases to exist with no retroactive effect and enters liquida-
tion. The legal provisions regarding liquidation of compa-
nies following their dissolution shall be applied accordingly.

(2) By the same court decision which declared the nulli-
ty the companyÕs liquidators shall also be appointed.

(3) The court shall send the enacting terms of this deci-
sion to the trade register office which after taking relevant
notice, shall send it, in turn, to the ÒMonitorul OficialÓ
(Official Gazette of Romania) in order to be published.

(4) The associates remain liable for social obligations until
they are covered according to the provisions of Article 3.
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AAAArrrrtttt....    55559999....    Ñ (1) The declaration of the companyÕs nullity has
no effect on the acts concluded on its behalf.

(2) Neither the company nor the associates can oppose
the nullity of the company to good faith third parties.

CHAPTER V
Some procedural provisions

AAAArrrrtttt....    66660000.... Ñ (1) The conclusion of the mandatory judge
regarding the incorporation or any other entries with the
trade register are subject only to appeal.

(2) The appeal may be filed with the court within 15 days
as from the date the conclusion was delivered.

(3) The appeal is subunitted to and a relevant mention is
made by the trade register where registration of the com-
pany was effected. Within 3 days as from the date it was
submitted, the trade register office shall, in turn, submit the
appeal to the court of the area where the company has its
registered office and, in case of branchas set up in a diffe-
rent county, to the competent court within that county.

(4) Writen notes which explain the reasons for the appeal
may be submitted to the court of least two days prior to the
day set for the court proceedings to start.*

AAAArrrrtttt....    66661111.... Ñ (1) The decisions of the associates regarding
modifications of the constitutive act may be opposed by the
social creditors or other persons for whom the said decisions
may be prejudicial to their rights.

(2) According to this present law the phrase the decision
of the associates means also decision of the management sta-
tutory bodies of the company, while the term associates includes
also the shareholders except for the case where from the
context results a different meaning.

AAAArrrrtttt....    66662222.... Ñ (1) The opposing suit may be filed within 30
days as from the date the decision or the additional modi-
fication act have been published in the Official Gazette of
Romania, if this present law does not provide otherwise. It
shall be filed with the trade register office which, within 3
days, will make the relevant mention in the register and
then file it with the district court of the companyÕs registered
office.
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(2) The opposing suit suspends the enforcing of the asso-
ciatesÕ decision against the initiators until the court decision
will remain final, except for the case where the present law
provides otherwise. The opposing suit is tried in the Court
chamber with the summoning of the parties.

(3) The decision taken by the court following an opposing
suit is subject only to appeal.*

AAAArrrrtttt....    66663333.... Ñ The requests and the lawsuits, as prescribed by
this present law and which come within the powers of the
courts, shall be tried by the district court of the companyÕs
main registered office, except for the case where the law pro-
vides otherwise.

AAAArrrrtttt....    66664444.... Ñ The summoning of the parties before the man-
datory judge as well as the delivery of his acts shall be done
by the trade register office using the services of the post-office
by registered letter the official receipt of which shall be
attached to the file, or by the agents of the trade register
office, or according to the rules prescribed by the Civil
procedure code.

TITLE III
Operation of trading companies

CHAPTER I

Common provisions

AAAArrrrtttt....    66665555.... Ñ (1) Unless stipulated otherwise, the assets con-
stituted as contribution into the company become its pro-
perty as from the moment of its incorporation with the trade
register.

(2) The associate who delays to deliver his registered con-
tribution is liable for the damages caused, and if the con-
tribution was stipulated to be made in cash, he is also lia-
ble to pay the legal interest as from the day he was bound
to make the payment.

AAAArrrrtttt....    66666666.... Ñ (1) During the companyÕs life the associatesÕ cre-
ditors may exercise their rights only upon the sharing in the
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profit due to the respective associate after the registered
balance sheet has been drawn and, after the dissolution of
the company, upon the shares he is entitled to through liqu-
idation.

(2) The creditors stipulated under paragraph (1) may howe-
ver deduct during the companyÕs life the part due to the
associates through liquidation, or can sequester and sell the
shares of their debtor.

AAAArrrrtttt....    66667777.... Ñ (1) The share of the profits to be paid to each
associate represents a dividend.

(2) The dividends shall be paid to the associates in pro-
portion with their participation quota in the registered and
paid capital, providing the constitutive act does not provide
otherwise.

(3) Dividends can be distributed only out of real profits.
(4) Dividends paid with the infringement of the above

mentioned provisions shall be reimbursed.
(5) The right to suit for the reimbursement of the divi-

dends is limited to three years since the day of their distri-
bution.

(6) The dividends due after the shares changed the owner
belong to the assignee providing the parties did not agree
otherwise.

AAAArrrrtttt....    66668888.... Ñ The contribution made by the associates to the
registered capital is not interest bearing.

AAAArrrrtttt....    66669999.... Ñ If a registered capital decrease is ascertained
this will have to be completed or written down prior to any
profit allotment or distribution being carried out.

AAAArrrrtttt....    77770000.... Ñ (1) The managers can carry out all the opera-
tions required for the fulfillment of companyÕs goal, except
for the restrictions mentioned by the constitutive act. 

(2) They are bound to take part in all the companyÕs meet-
ings, in the meetings of the managing board and of manag-
ing bodies similar to this.

AAAArrrrtttt....    77771111.... Ñ (1) The managers who are entitled to represent
the company, can only transfer this right if this was expres-
sly granted to them.

(2) In case of infringement of the provisions of paragraph
(1) the company can lay claim for the profits resulting from
the operation from the substituted person.
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(3) The manager who, no right being granted to him in
this respect, substitutes another person to himself, is jointly
liable with this person for possible damages caused to the
company.

AAAArrrrtttt....    77772222.... Ñ The managersÕ duties and liability are settled
by the provisions regarding the mandate and by those spe-
cifically stipulated under the present law.

AAAArrrrtttt....    77773333.... Ñ (1) The managers are jointly liable towards the
company for:

a) reality of payments effected by associates;
b) actual existence of the paid dividends;
c) existence of the registers required by law and their cor-

rect updating;
d) exact fulfillment of the decisions of the general assem-

bly;
e) strict fulfillment of the duties imposed by the law and

by the constitutive act.
(2) The suit on responsibility against the managers belongs

to the companyÕs creditors too but they could only lay claim
to it in case of companyÕs bankruptcy.

AAAArrrrtttt....    77774444....    Ñ (1) In any document, letter or publication issued
by a company, the denomination, the legal form, the regis-
tered office, the registration number with the trade register
and the fiscal code should be mentioned.

(2) In the case of limited liability companies the registered
capital should also be mentioned and for joint-stock
companies and limited partnerships by shares the registered
capital should also be indicated with special reference to that
actually deposited according to the latest approved balance
sheet.

CHAPTER II
General partnerships

AAAArrrrtttt....    77775555.... Ñ The right to represent the company belongs to
each manager, unless otherwise stipulated by the constitu-
tive act.

AAAArrrrtttt....    77776666.... Ñ (1) In case the constitutive act prescribes that
the managers should operate together, the decision must be
made unanimously; in case of disagreement among the
managers, the decision will be made by the associates repre-
senting the absolute majority of the registered capital.
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(2) For urgent acts, whose unfulfillment would cause great
damage to the company, a single manager may decide in the
absence of the others who are in the impossibility, even
momentarily to take part in the management of the com-
pany.

AAAArrrrtttt....    77777777.... Ñ (1) The associates representing the absolute
majority of the registered capital may elect one or more
managers among themselves, establish their powers, dura-
tion of their mandate and their possible remuneration, unless
otherwise stipulated by the constitutive act.

(2) The same majority may decide the managersÕ discharge
or the limitation of their powers, except for the case when
the managers were appointed through the constitutive act.

AAAArrrrtttt....    77778888.... Ñ (1) In case a manager takes the initiative of an
operation exceeding the limits of an ordinary operation in
the line of trade carried out by the company, he must advise
the other managers prior to concluding the respective ope-
ration under the sanction of bearing the consequences
resulting thereof.

(2) In case of opposition of one of them, the decision will
be made by the associates representing the absolute majo-
rity of the registered capital.

(3) The operation concluded against the opposition made
is valid towards third parties who were not informed about
this opposition.

AAAArrrrtttt....    77779999.... Ñ (1) The associate who, in a certain operation,
has on his own or on otherÕs behalf, interests, contrary to
those of the company, cannot take part in any proceeding
or decision making regarding this operation.

(2) The associate breaking the provisions of paragraph (1)
is liable for the damages caused to the company if, without
his vote, the required majority would not have been met.

AAAArrrrtttt....    88880000.... Ñ The associate who, without the written consent
of the other associates, uses the capital, the assets or the cre-
dit of the company for his own or another personÕs benefit
is bound to reimburse the resulting profits to the company
and to pay the damages caused.

AAAArrrrtttt....    88881111.... Ñ (1) No associate may take out of the companyÕs
funds more than what was allotted to him, for the expenses
which were incurred or for those he will make in the com-
panyÕs interest.
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(2) The associate breaking this provision is liable for the
amounts taken and for damages.

(3) The constitutive act may stipulate that the associates
may take out of the companyÕs cashier safe certain amounts,
for their private expenses.

AAAArrrrtttt....    88882222.... Ñ (1) The associates may take part, as partners
with unlimited liability, neither in other competing compa-
nies or having the same goal, nor may they operate on their
own or on othersÕ behalf, in the same trading branch, or in
a similar one, without the consent of the other associates.

(2)  Consent is to be validly taken into account only if the
participation or operations, prior to the constitutive act were
known by all the other associates and their continuation was
not forbidden.

(3) In case of breaking the provisions of paragraph (1) and
(2), the company, beside the right to exclude the associate,
can decide whether he worked on its behalf or can claim for
damages.

(4) This right is cancelled after a three months period pas-
sing from the day the company took knowledge of the situ-
ation without making any decision.

AAAArrrrtttt....    88883333.... Ñ In case the contribution to the registered capi-
tal belongs to several persons, these are jointly liable towards
the company and have to appoint a common representative
to exercise the rights resulting from this contribution.

AAAArrrrtttt....    88884444.... Ñ (1) The associate who deposited as contribution
one or more debts of third parties, cannot be considered as
having fulfilled his obligations until the company has
obtained the payment of the amount for which the debts of
third parties were deposited.

(2) If the payment could not be obtained by suing the
assigned debtor, the associate, besides damages, is liable for
the sum which is due including the legal interest on the day
debts are falling due.

AAAArrrrtttt....    88885555....    Ñ (1) The associates are unlimitedly and jointly
liable for the operations carried out in the companyÕs name,
by the persons representing it.

(2) The judgement in court obtained against the compa-
ny is opposable to each associate.

AAAArrrrtttt....    88886666.... Ñ For the approval of the balance sheet and in
order to make the decisions regarding the managersÕ liabi-
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lities, the vote is needed, of the associates representing the
registered capital majority.

AAAArrrrtttt....    88887777.... Ñ (1) The transfer of the contribution to the regis-
tered capital is possible in case it was permitted by the con-
stitutive act.

(2) The transfer does not liberate the assigning associate
from the part he owes to the company out of his contribu-
tion to the capital.

(3) The assigning associate stays liable against third par-
ties as per Article 220.

(4) When the constitutive act stipulates the cases of an
associateÕs withdrawal, the provisions of Articles 220 and 224
are to be applied.

CHAPTER III
Limited partnerships

AAAArrrrtttt....    88888888.... Ñ The management of a limited partnership will
be entrusted to one or several active partners.

AAAArrrrtttt....    88889999.... Ñ (1) The sleeping partner can conclude opera-
tions on behalf of the company, only on the basis of a spe-
cial power of attorney for certain operations, granted by the
companyÕs representatives and registered in the trade regis-
ter. Otherwise, the sleeping partner becomes unlimitedly and
jointly liable against third parties for all the companyÕs obli-
gations, undertaken since the date of the operations con-
cluded by him.

(2) The sleeping partner can carry out operations in the
companyÕs domestic administration and control, takes part
in the procedures for appointing and dismissing the mana-
gers in cases provided by law, or can grant the managersÕ
authorization in performing operations exceeding their
powers, within the limits of the constitutive act.

(3) The sleeping partner also has the right to ask for a
copy of the balance sheet and of the profit and loss account
and to verify their exactness by means of checking the trade
registers and the other supporting documents.

AAAArrrrtttt....    99990000....    Ñ The provisions of Articles 75, 76 paragraph (1),
Articles 77, 79, 83, 84, 86 and 87 are also to be applied to
the limited partnerships and the provisions of Articles 80,
81, 82 and 85 to the active partners.
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CHAPTER IV
Joint-stock companies

 

Section 1

 

Regarding the shares

AAAArrrrtttt....    99991111.... Ñ (1) In the joint-stock companies the registered
capital is represented by shares issued by the company, which
can be registered or bearer shares according to the transfer
way.

(2) The shares kind shall be determined by the constitu-
tive act; otherwise they shall be bearer shares. The registered
shares may be issued in a material form, on paper support
or in a dematerialized form by registration in account.

(3) The shares of a joint-stock company, issued as a public
offer of negotiable instruments, defined as such by Law no.
52/1994, fall under the rules applicable to the stock market
on which the said shares are transacted.

AAAArrrrtttt....    99992222.... Ñ (1) The shares can not be issued for an amount
lower than their nominal value.

(2) The shares not fully paid for are always registered sha-
res.

(3) The registered capital can not be increased and new
shares shall not be issued until shares of previous issue are
completely paid for.

(4) The registered shares can be converted into bearer sha-
res and conversely by the decision of the extraordinary gene-
ral assembly of shareholders, taken as per Article 115.

(5) Cumulative titles can be issued for several shares, when
they are registered and issued in material form.

AAAArrrrtttt....    99993333.... Ñ (1) The nominal value of a share shall not be
lower than 1,000 lei.

(2) The shares will contain:
a) denomination and life of the company;
b) date of the constitutive act, number in the trade regis-

ter under which the company is incorporated and number
of the Official Gazette of Romania, Part IV issue in which
the publication was made;

c) the registered capital, number of shares and their running
number, nominal value of the shares and the deposits made;

d) advantages granted to founders.
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(3) For registered shares the name, first name and sha-
reholderÕs place of residence when it is a natural person,
denomination, the registered office and incorporation num-
ber of the shareholder when it is a legal person shall be indi-
cated too.

(4) The shares must bear the signatures of 2 managers  in
case there are several ones or, of the sole manager.

AAAArrrrtttt....    99994444.... Ñ (1) The shares have to be equal in value; they
grant equal rights to the possessors.

(2) Still, certain categories of shares which confer special
rights to their holders may be issued according to the con-
stitutive act, as per Articles 95 and 96.

AAAArrrrtttt....    99995555.... Ñ (1) Preference shares which benefit of priority
dividends without the right to vote may be issued and con-
fer to the holder:

a) the right to a priority dividend out of the distributable
profits obtained at the end of the given financial year, before
any other payments;

b) the rights recognized to shareholders of ordinary sha-
res, except for the right to attend and to vote, based on these
shares, in the general meetings of the shareholders.

(2) The shares with priority dividends, without the right
to vote, can not exceed a quarter of the registered capital
and shall have the same nominal value as ordinary shares
have.

(3) The representatives, the managers and the auditors of
the company can not detain shares with priority dividends
without the right to vote.

(4) Preference shares and ordinary shares can be convert-
ed from one category into the other by the decision of the
extraordinary general assembly of the shareholders, as per
Article 115.

AAAArrrrtttt....    99996666.... Ñ Shareholders of each category of shares shall
meet in special meetings, according to the conditions pres-
cribed by the companyÕs constitutive act. Any holder of such
shares may attend these special meetings.

AAAArrrrtttt....    99997777.... Ñ In case the company did not issue and did not
distribute shares in a material form, then, ex officio or at
shareholdersÕ request, it shall issue a shareholderÕs certifi-
cate containing the data prescribed by paragraphs (2) and
(3) of Article 93 and, also, the number, the category and the
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nominal value of the shares belonging to the shareholder,
the position at which he is registered in the shareholdersÕ
register and the running number of the shares in question,
as the case may be.

AAAArrrrtttt....    99998888.... Ñ (1) The property right over registered shares is
transferred by the statement made in the shareholdersÕ
register of the issuer, subscribed to by the assignor and the
assignee or by their proxies and by the mention made on the
share. Other modalities to transfer the property right over
registered shares could be prescribed by the constitutive act.

(2) The property right over the shares issued in a dema-
terialized form and transacted on the stock market is tran-
sferred according to Law no. 52/1994.

(3) The subsequent subscribers and assignees are jointly
liable for the complete payment of the shares during 3 years,
starting on the date the assignment mention was made in
the register of shareholders.

AAAArrrrtttt....    99999999.... Ñ The property right over the bearer shares is
transferred by simple assignment.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111100000000.... Ñ (1) In case the shareholders did not make the
payments of the deposits they owe within the time periods
prescribed by letter d) of Article 8 and paragraph (1) of Article
20, the company shall invite them to fulfill this obligation
by means of a common notice published twice at a 15 days
interval in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part IV, and in
a wide circulation newspaper.

(2) In case the shareholders would not  make the pay-
ments event after the summons, the managing board may
decide either to sue the shareholders for the remaining pay-
ments, or to cancel these registered shares.

(3) The cancelling decision will be published in the Official
Gazette of Romania, Part IV, specifying the order number
of the cancelled shares.

(4) Instead of the cancelled shares, new shares bearing
the same number will be issued, and will be sold.

(5) The sums cashed in from the sales will be used to
cover the publication and sale expenses, delay interests and
uneffected payments; the rest will be returned to the sha-
reholders.

(6) If the obtained price is not enough to cover all amounts
due to the company or if the sale does not take place, for
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lack of buyers, the company could take action against sub-
scribers and assignees, as per Article 98.

(7) If after the fulfillment of these formalities, the amounts
due to the company are not recovered, the capital shall be
immediately written down in proportion to the difference
between the existing capital and the registered capital.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111100001111.... Ñ (1) Each paid for share gives the right to a vote
in the general meeting, providing the constitutive act does
not prescribe otherwise.

(2) The constitutive act can limit the number of votes
belonging to the shareholders who possess more than one
share.

(3) The exercising of the right to vote is suspended for
the shareholders not updated on the payments which are
falling due.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111100002222.... Ñ (1) The shares are indivisible.
(2) In case a registered share becomes property of seve-

ral persons, the company does not have the obligation to
register the assignment as long as those persons will not
appoint a sole representative in order to exercise the rights
resulting from share.

(3) In case a bearer share becomes property of several per-
sons, they have to appoint a common representative, too.

(4) As long as a share is an indivisible property of seve-
ral persons, these are jointly liable for making the due pay-
ments.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111100003333.... Ñ (1) The company can not purchase its own sha-
res, either directly or by proxies acting in their name but on
its behalf, except for the case the extraordinary general meet-
ing of the shareholders decides otherwise, with observance
of the provisions that will follow below.

(2) By authorizing the purchase, the extraordinary gene-
ral meeting of the shareholders shall establish, mainly, the
modalities to aquire the shares, the upper limit of the num-
ber of shares which is going to be purchased, the lower and
upper limits of their equivalent value and the time limit to
carry out the operation which can not exceed 18 months as
from the day the decision of the general meeting has been
published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part IV.
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(3) The value of the own shares, purchased by the com-
pany, including those existing in its portfolio, can not exceed
10% of the subscribed registered capital.

(4) Only fully paid shares could be purchased, always pro-
viding the subscribed registered capital has been paid in full.

(5) Payment of the shares such purchased shall be done
only out of the distributable profits and of the available
reserves of the company, except the legal reserves, as
registered in the last duly approved balance sheet. If the
newly aquired shares will be registered in the ÒassetsÓ column
of the balance sheet then, in the ÒliabilitiesÓ column, an
unavailable reserve of the same value shall be registered,
which reserve will be maintained until the shares in question
are ceded or cancelled.

(6) The performance report appended to the balance sheet
shall mention: the reasons which led to the purchase of own
shares, the number, nominal value, equivalent value of the
purchased shares as well as the fraction of the registered
capital which they represent.

(7) The own shares purchased with the infringement of
the provisions of this present Article shall be resold within
one year as from the day of their subscription, according to
the requirements imposed by the extraordinary general
meeting. Shares not resold within this time period shall be
cancelled, the company being obliged to write down its
registered capital accordingly.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111100004444.... Ñ The restrictions stipulated by Article 103 above
are not applicable when the purchase by the company of a
certain number of its own shares, fully paid, is done in one
of the following circumstances:

a) with the purpose to write down the registered capital,
according to Article 202, by cancelling of a certain number
of its own shares having a value corresponding to the said
reduction;

b) for the assigning to the companyÕs employees of a num-
ber of its own shares, within the limits and observing the
conditions approved by the general meeting of the share-
holders. The assigning operation will not exceed one year as
from the date the decision of the general meeting has been
published in the Official Gazette of Romania;
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c) as a result of an universal legacy or of merging or of
a court decision delivered in an emergency law suit against
one of the companyÕs debtors;

d) as a free grant;
e) with a purpose to regularize the market value of its

own shares at the stock exchange or on the organized out-
of-stock exchange market, but only with the previous agree-
ment of the National Commission for Negotiable
Instruments.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111100005555.... Ñ (1) A company can not grant any advance of
money, lend its own money or mortgage its own property
in order to create conditions for a third party to subscribe
or purchase its own shares.

(2) Taking its own shares as a mortgage be it directly or
through persons which act in their own name but on behalf
of the company is understood as a purchase of its own shares.
Still, the shares shall be entered separately in the balance
sheet.

(3) The provisions of this present Article are not applica-
ble to the day-to-day operations of banking and loan com-
panies nor to operations effected by the companyÕs own
employees with a purpose to purchase the companyÕs sha-
res or of one of its branches.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111100006666....    Ñ (1) Mortgaging of the shares is done by a sta-
tement, given by their holder, in an authentic form or as an
document signed by hand, certified by the companyÕs clerk
or of the independent private register of the shareholders,
as the case may be, statement or document which shall indi-
cate the level of the debt, the value and the category of the
mortgaged shares.

(2) The setting up of the mortgage shall be entered into
the shareholdersÕ register.

(3) Proof of the setting up of the mortgage shall be hand-
ed to the creditor.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111100007777.... Ñ Shares acquired according to the provisions
of paragraphs (1)Ð(5) of Article 103 are not entitled to
dividends. As long as the said shares are in the companyÕs
possession the right to vote which they imply is also suspend-
ed.
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AAAArrrrtttt....    111100008888.... Ñ The shareholders who offer their shares for
sale by means of a public offer will have to draw up a offer
prospectus, according to the provisions of Law no. 52/1994.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111100009999....    Ñ The status of the shares shall have to be includ-
ed into the schedule to yearly balance sheet and, especially,
it shall be indicated if they have fully been paid for, as well
as the number of shares for which payment was requested
but with no result, as the case may be.

Section 2
On general meetings

AAAArrrrtttt....    111111110000.... Ñ (1) The general meetings are ordinary and
extraordinary.

(2) Unless the constitutive act provides otherwise, they
will take place at the companyÕs registered office, at the place
indicated by the document convening the meeting.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111111111111.... Ñ (1) The ordinary meeting is convened at least
once a year, within 3 months as from the end of the finan-
cial year.

(2) Besides the debate of other issues on the agenda the
general meeting is obliged:

a) to discuss upon, approve or amend the balance sheet,
after listening to the managers and auditorsÕ report and to
determine the dividend;

b) to appoint the managers and the auditors;
c) to establish the proper remuneration for the managers

and auditors for the current financial year, unless it was set-
tled by the constitutive act;

d) to give their opinion on the managersÕ administration
of budget;

e) to determine the income and expenditure budget and
the activity program for the next financial year as the case
may be;

f) to decide upon the mortgaging, renting or dissolving of
one or several of the companiesÕ units.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111111112222.... Ñ (1) With a view to ensuring the validity of the
proceedings of the ordinary meeting it is necessary to have
the shareholdersÕ attending it representing at least half of
the registered capital and that the decisions be made by the
shareholders representing the absolute majority of the
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registered capital represented in the meeting in case the con-
stitutive act or the law do not stipulate a larger majority.

(2) If the meeting cannot operate due to unfulfillment of
the conditions of paragraph (1) the meeting gathered after
a second convening may proceed upon the issues on the first
meetingÕs agenda, whatever the registered capital part repre-
sented by the attending shareholders is, with a majority.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111111113333.... Ñ The extraordinary general meeting gathers
whenever a decision is necessary to be made for:

a) changing the legal form of the company;
b) changing the location of the registered office of the

company;
c) changing the object of activity of the company;
d) extending the companyÕs life;
e) increase of the registered capital;
f) writing down of the registered capital or its completion

by means of the issue of new shares;
g) merging with other companies or its partition;
h) early dissolution of the company;
i) conversion of shares from one category into another;
j) conversion of one category of bonds into another or

into shares;
k) issue of bonds;
l) any other modification of the constitutive act or any

other decision for which the approval of an extraordinary
general meeting is requested.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111111114444.... Ñ The extraordinary general meeting will be able
to delegate the exercise of its rights and duties as regulated
by letters b), c), e), f) and i) of Article 113, to the managing
board or to the sole manager, as the case may be, according
to the conditions prescribed by the constitutive act and with
the majorities requested by Article 115.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111111115555.... Ñ With a view to ensuring the validity of the pro-
ceedings of the general extraordinary meeting, in case the
constitutive act do not stipulate otherwise, the following are
necessary:

Ñ upon the first convening, the attending shareholders to
represent three quarters of the registered capital and the
decisions to be made with the vote of shareholders repre-
senting at least half of the registered capital;
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Ñ upon subsequent convening, the attending shareholders
to represent half of the registered capital and the decisions
to be made with the vote of shareholders representing at
least one third of the registered capital.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111111116666....    Ñ (1) The decision of a general meeting to amend
the rights or obligations regarding a certain category of sha-
res does not go into effect unless it is approved by the spe-
cial meeting of the shareholders of shares belonging to that
category.

(2) The provisions of this present Section regarding the
convening, the quorum and the unfolding of a general
meeting of the shareholders are applicable to special meet-
ings too.

(3) The decisions initiated by the special meetings are
subject to approval of the relevant general meetings.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111111117777.... Ñ (1) The general meeting shall be convened by
the managers any time it appears to be necessary according
to the provisions of the constitutive act.

(2) The gathering term can not by any means be shorter
than 15 days as from the publication of the meeting conven-
ing.

(3) The document calling together the meeting shall be
published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part IV, and
in one widely circulated newspaper in the locality of the
companyÕs registered office or in the nearest locality.

(4) If all the shares of the company are registered shares,
then the convening may be done by registered letter or, if
it is allowed by the constitutive act, by simple letter, sent
with at least 15 days before the day fixed for the meeting to
the shareholderÕs address as it is registered in the register
of shareholders. The change of the address can not be
opposed as an excuse to the company as long as the share-
holder did not inform the company in writing about it.

(5) Likewise, the call for the meeting can be done by dis-
playing it on the notice board at the companyÕs headquar-
ters together with a calling list which shall have to be signed
by the shareholders, at least 15 days before the day fixed for
the meeting. The shareholderÕs signature and the date when
he signed it shall be certified by a specially appointed clerk.
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(6) The procedures to call a meeting as stipulated by para-
graphs (4) and (5) above shall not be used if they are for-
bidden by the constitutive act or by legal provisions.

(7) The convening announcement will list the place and
the date when the meeting is to take place, as well as the
agenda, explicitly indicating all the problems that will con-
stitute the subject of the meetingÕs proceedings.

(8) When on the agenda there are proposals concerning
modifications of the constitutive act, the convening announ-
cement will have to contain the full text of such proposals.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111111118888.... Ñ (1) While making the announcement of the
convening of the first general meeting, the day and the hour
of the second meeting could be fixed, in case the first meet-
ing could not take place.

(2) The second meeting cannot take place on the very day
established for the first meeting.

(3) If the day for the second meeting is not indicated in
the convening announcement published for the first meet-
ing, the term stipulated under Article 117 could be reduced
to 8 days.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111111119999.... Ñ (1) The managers are obliged to convene imme-
diately the general meeting upon the request of the share-
holders representing the tenth part of the registered capital,
or a lower quota, in case the constitutive act stipulates it,
and in case the request contains dispositions that are part
of the meeting prerogatives.

(2) The general meeting will take place within one month
since the request has been forwarded.

(3) If the managers do not convene the meeting, the court
at companyÕs registered office following examination of the
parties can order the calling together of the meeting appointing
the president of the meeting, among the shareholders.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111122220000.... Ñ The shareholders exercise their right to vote
in the general meeting proportional to the number of sha-
res they hold, with the exception stipulated under Article
101 paragraph (2).

AAAArrrrtttt....    111122221111.... Ñ The shareholders representing the whole regis-
tered capital could, in case none of them opposes, hold a
general meeting and make any decision falling into the com-
petence of the assembly without observing the formalities
required for its convening.
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AAAArrrrtttt....    111122222222.... Ñ (1) In the general meetings, the shareholders
possessing bearer shares have the right to vote only if they
deposited them in the places indicated by the constitutive
act or by the convening notice, at least five days prior to the
meeting. The auditors will ascertain, through a minute, the
deposit of shares in due time. The shares will remain depo-
sited until after the general meeting, but it will not be pos-
sible to keep them more than 10 days from the date of the
meeting.

(2) The sole manager or the board of directors, as the case
may be, will fix a certain date for the shareholders entitled
to be informed and to vote at the general meeting, a date
which shall remain unchanged even in case the general meet-
ing is called again due to lack of quorum. The certain date
such established will not exceed 60 days before the day esta-
blished for the first call of the general meeting.

(3) The shareholders entitled to cash dividends or to exer-
cise other rights are those whose names are entered into the
companyÕs documents or into the documents sent to the com-
pany by the independent private register of the sharehol-
ders, as compared to the above mentioned certain date.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111122223333.... Ñ (1) If the shares are encumbered by a right of
usufruct, the right to vote granted by these shares belongs
to the usufructuary in ordinary general meetings and to the
real owner in the extraordinary general meetings.

(2) If the shares are mortgaged, the right to vote belongs
to the shareholder.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111122224444.... Ñ (1) The shareholders can only be represented
in general meetings by other shareholders, by special proxy. 

(2) The shareholders not having legal capacity, as well as
legal persons can be represented by their legal representa-
tives who, in their turn, can give special proxy to other sha-
reholders. 

(3) The proxies will be deposited in the original copy with-
in the same interval of time as the shareholders have to
deposit the stock, or within the interval of time stipulated
by the constitutive act. They will be kept by the company;
mention thereto will be made in the minutes.

(4) The constitutive act can depart from the provisions
concerning representation by shareholders only.
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(5) CompanyÕs managers and clerks can not represent the
shareholders, subject to the decision becoming null and void
if, for lack of their votes, the required majority would not
have been met.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111122225555....    Ñ (1) The managers cannot vote on the basis of
shares they possess, neither personally nor by proxy, the dis-
charge from their administration duties or any other issue
in which their person or administration would be involved.

(2) However they can vote the balance sheet and the pro-
fit and loss account in cases, when, having in view their
being possessors of at least half of the registered capital,
legal majority cannot be met without their vote.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111122226666.... Ñ (1) The shareholder who, with regard to a cer-
tain operation, has personal, or as proxy of another person,
opposite interest to that of the company, will have to refrain
from taking part in the proceedings concerning that opera-
tion.

(2) The shareholder who breaks this disposition is liable
for damages caused to the company, if, without his vote, the
required majority would not have been met.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111122227777.... Ñ The right to vote cannot be assigned. Any agree-
ment concerning the exercising in a certain way of the right
to vote is void.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111122228888.... Ñ (1) On the day and hour indicated in the con-
vening, the meeting will be opened by the president of the
managing board or by his substitute.

(2) The general meeting will elect, from among the sha-
reholders present, one up to three secretaries who will veri-
fy the shareholders attendance list, indicating the capital
represented by each one, the minutes drawn up by the audi-
tors to ascertain the numbers of shares deposited and the
fulfillment of all formalities imposed by the law and the con-
stitutive act in order for a general meeting to proceed.

(3) The general meeting may decide that the operations
mentioned in the previous paragraph be supervised or even
fulfilled by a notary public, at the companyÕs expense.

(4) One of the secretaries shall draw up the minutes of
the general meeting.

(5) The president may appoint, from among the compa-
nyÕs clerks, one or several technical secretaries who could
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attend on the carrying out of the operations mentioned in
the previous paragraphs.

(6) After ascertaining the fulfillment of all conditions requ-
ested by the law and the constitutive act for a general meet-
ing to proceed, the examination of the issues on the agen-
da may start.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111122229999....    Ñ (1) The decisions of the general meetings are
made following a vote by show of hands.

(2) Irrespective of the provisions of the constitutive act
the secret vote is compulsory for the election of the mana-
ging board members and auditors, for their dismissal and
for decisions making concerning the responsibility of the
managers.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111133330000.... Ñ (1) The minutes signed by the president and
the secretary will ascertain the fulfillment of formalities for
the convening of the general meeting, date and place, attend-
ing shareholders, number of shares, the summary of the
proceedings, the decisions made and, upon shareholdersÕ
request, their statements made during the meeting.

(2) The document referring to the meeting convening as
well as shareholdersÕ attendance lists will be attached to the
minutes.

(3) The minutes will be registered into the register of the
general meetings.

(4) In order to be opposable to third parties, the decisions
of the general meeting shall be filed within 15 days to the
trade register office wherein they shall be mentioned into
register and published in the Official Gazette of Romania,
Part IV. In case these decisions imply modifications of the
constitutive act then only the additional document contain-
ing the full text of the amended clauses could be published.

(5) They cannot be carried out before these formalities
are fulfilled.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111133331111.... Ñ (1) The decisions made by the general meet-
ing in keeping with the law, the constitutive act, are com-
pulsory even for those shareholders who did not take part
in the meeting or who voted against them.

(2) The decisions of the general assembly which are con-
trary to the constitutive act or which represent an infringe-
ment of the law can be sued within a 15 daysÕ period from
the publication date in the Official Gazette of Romania, by
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any of the shareholders who did not take part in the gene-
ral meeting or voted against and requested that this should
be noted in the meetingsÕ minutes.

(3) In case the decision is sued by all the managers, the
company will be represented in court by the person
appointed by the president of the court from among the
companyÕs shareholders, who will fulfill his proxy, until the
general meeting convened with this aim, will appoint anoth-
er person.

(4) The cancelling action will be submitted in the court
of the companyÕs registered office, the shareholder being
compelled to deposit at least one share to the court clerkÕs
office.

(5) If several cancelling actions have been submitted, they
can be connected.

(6) The request will be judged in the court chamber.
(7) The final cancelling award shall be mentioned in the

trade register and published in the Official Gazette of
Romania, Part IV. It is opposable to all shareholders as from
the date of its publication.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111133332222.... Ñ (1) Along with entering the cancelling action
the plaintiff may request to the president of the court to
adjourn the carrying into effect of the decision which is being
sued.

(2) PresidentÕs consent to adjourn can force the plaintiff
to give a bail.

(3) Against the ordinance to adjourn an appeal can be
made, within a 5 daysÕ term from the trial.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111133333333.... Ñ (1) The shareholders who do not agree with
the decisions of the general meeting regarding the changing
of the main object of activity, of the registered office, the
companyÕs form, have the right to withdraw from the com-
pany and to obtain payment for the shares they possess, at
their choice, be it in proportion to the net registered assets
that may result from the latest accepted balance sheet, be it
at the average market value of the shares in the last quar-
ter as registered at the stock exchange operating in the regis-
tered office area or in the nearest area or, as the case may
be, on an organized, out-of-stock exchange market.

(2) Along with the withdrawal statement, they will also
deposit the shares they possess.
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Section 3
On companyÕs administration

AAAArrrrtttt....    111133334444....    Ñ (1) The joint-stock company is administered
by one or several temporary and revocable managers.

(2) In case there are several managers, they form a mana-
ging board.

(3) The sole manager or the president of the managing
board and at least half of the number of managers will be
Romanian citizens unless the constitutive act stipulates other-
wise.

(4) The managersÕ appointment and superseding are exclu-
sively made by the general meeting.

(5) The first managers can be appointed through the con-
stitutive act, but their mandate cannot last longer than 4
years.

(6) Unless the mandateÕ duration is settled through the
constitutive act, it will last for two years.

(7) The managers are re-eligible, unless by constitutive act
otherwise stipulated.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111133335555.... Ñ The persons who, according to the present law,
cannot be founders, can neither be managers, directors or
companyÕs representatives and, in case they were elected
they lose automatically their rights.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111133336666.... Ñ (1) A legal person can be appointed or elected
as a manager of a trading company according to the condi-
tions stipulated by Article 135. 

(2) The rights  and duties of the parties shall be established
by a management contract. Within the contract it shall be
stipulated, among other things, that the legal person is obliged
to designate a natural person as its permanent repre-
sentative. This representative is subject to the same condi-
tions and obligations and has the same civil and criminal
responsibility as a manager natural person has, who acts in
his own name, but this will not exonerate the legal person
of its responsibility neither will it scale down its joint liabi-
lity.

(3) When the legal person revokes its representative it is
obliged, at the same time, to replace him, by way of
appointment, with another.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111133337777.... Ñ (1) Each manager will have to deposit a gua-
rantee for his administration, stipulated by the constitutive
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act or, lacking a provision under it, approved by the share-
holdersÕ general meeting. The guarantee cannot be lower
than the nominal value of ten shares or double the monthly
remuneration.

(2) If the manager is a shareholder, the guarantee can be
constituted, upon his request, by means of depositing 10 sha-
res which during the duration of the mandate are inaliena-
ble and are kept in the company.

(3) The guarantee will be deposited prior to the mana-
gersÕ taking up their duties; it can be also deposited by a
third party.

(4) If the guarantee will not be deposited prior to the date
of his taking up his duties, the manager is considered resig-
ned.

(5) The guarantee remains in the company cashierÕs safe
and can only be returned to the manager after the general
meeting approved the balance sheet of the latest financial
year within which the manager fulfilled his duties and dis-
charged him.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111133338888.... Ñ The managersÕ signatures will be deposited
with the trade register office along with the certificate issued
by auditors, confirming that the guarantee has been
deposited.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111133339999.... Ñ (1) For the validity of the decisions of the mana-
ging board the attendance in person of at least half of the
number of managers is necessary, unless the constitutive act
stipulates a larger number.

(2) The decisions in managing board are made with an
absolute majority of the attending members.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111144440000.... Ñ (1) The managing board may delegate part of
its powers to a managing committee, composed of members
elected from among the managers, at the same time deter-
mining their remuneration.

(2) The president of the managing board may also be a
general director or a director; in this capacity he also leads
the managing committee.

(3) The decision of the managing board concerning the
necessary cash for the remuneration of the managing com-
mittee will have to be ratified by the general meeting if it
exceeds the constitutive actÕs provisions or if the constitutive
act do not stipulate anything in this respect.
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(4) The decisions of the managing committee are made
with absolute majority of its membersÕ votes.

(5) The managing committee has to present, in every meet-
ing of the managing board, its register of proceedings.

(6) In the managing committee, the vote cannot be dele-
gated.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111144441111.... Ñ (1) The appointment of the companyÕs clerks
is in the charge of the managing board, unless otherwise sti-
pulated by the constitutive act.

(2) The managing board may any time dismiss the per-
sons appointed on the managing committee.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111144442222.... Ñ (1) Nobody may act on more than three mana-
ging boards at the same time.

(2) The interdiction stipulated by paragraph (1) does not
refer to cases when the person elected on the managing
board is the owner of at least a quarter of the stock or admi-
nistrates a company which possesses the mentioned quar-
ter.

(3) The one who will not observe the above-mentioned pro-
vision, will loose by right his capacity as manager, obtained
by exceeding the legal number of appointments in a chro-
nological order and will be sentenced, for the benefit of the
state, to pay back the remuneration and other due benefits,
as well as to hand back the sums of money he cashed in.

(4) The suit against managers can be taken by any sha-
reholder of by the Ministry of Finance.

(5) The members of the managing committee and the
directors of a joint-stock company can neither be managers,
members of the managing committee, auditors or associates
with unlimited liability, without the authorization of the
managing board, in other competing companies or having
the same object, nor exercise the same trade or another com-
peting one, on his own account or on othersÕ, under the
penalty of being dismissed and held liable for damages.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111144443333.... Ñ The managers could conclude legal documents
by which to aquire, alienate, lease, change or deposit as col-
lateral, goods belonging to the companyÕs assets whose value
exceeds half of the companyÕs assetsÕ book value as at the
time the legal document is concluded, but only with the
approval of the extraordinary general meeting of the share-
holders, given as stipulated by Article 115.
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AAAArrrrtttt....    111144444444.... Ñ (1) The managers are responsible for the ful-
fillment of all duties as per Articles 72 and 73.

(2) The managing committee, all the managers are liable
towards the company for the directorsÕ or personnelÕs acti-
vity, when the damage would not have happened if they had
exercised the supervision which was incumbent upon them
by virtue of their positions.

(3) The managing committee should notify the managing
board of all deviations found in the fulfillment of its super-
vising duties.

(4) The companyÕs managers are jointly liable with their
immediate predecessors, if, being aware of the irregularities
perpetrated by them, they donÕt denounce them to the audi-
tors.

(5) In the companies with several managers, the respon-
sibility for the actions performed or for the omissions does
not extend over the managers who had their opposition
recorded in the register of decisions of the managing board
and who made a written report about that to the auditors.

(6) For decisions made during the meetings in which the
manager didnÕt take part, he stays responsible if within a
month since he had learned about it he did not oppose the
decision in the ways indicated by the previous paragraphs.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111144445555.... Ñ (1) The manager who, in a certain operation,
has, directly or indirectly, interests opposed to those of the
company, must inform the other managers and the auditors
about this matter and must not take part in any proceeding
concerning the respective operation.

(2) The manager has the same obligation, in case he knows
that, in a certain operation, his wife, relatives and kindred
up to the fourth degree included take an interest.

(3) The manager who didnÕt observe the provisions of
paragraph (1) and (2) would be liable for the damages result-
ing for the company.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111144446666.... Ñ (1) The managing board gathers any time it is
necessary. 

(2) It has to gather at least once a month in the compa-
nyÕs registered office, while the managing committee has to
gather at least once a week.

(3) The convening note for the meetings of the managing
board will contain the place where the meeting will take
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place and the agenda, being impossible to make any deci-
sion concerning the problems not indicated in the agenda,
except for emergency cases and under the condition that
they should be retified by the unattending members during
the next meeting.

(4) During the meetings of the managing board, the direc-
tors will present written reports concerning operations car-
ried out, and the managing committee will present the regis-
ter of its proceedings.

(5) The auditors will also be convened to the meetings of
the managing board.

(6) During every meeting, a report will be drawn contain-
ing the proceedings order, decisions made, number of votes
met and the separate opinions.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111144447777.... Ñ (1) The carrying into effect of the companyÕs
operations can be entrusted to one or several executive direc-
tors who are employed by the company.

(2) The executive directors cannot be members of the com-
panyÕs managing board.

(3) They are responsible towards the company and third
parties, the same as the managers are, for the unfulfillment
of their duties in accordance with the provisions of Article
144, even if a contrary agreement existed.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111144448888.... Ñ Fixed wages and any other sums of money or
advantages could be granted to managers and auditors only
on the basis of a decision made by the general meeting.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111144449999.... Ñ (1) Any shareholder is entitled to denounce to
the auditors the operations he thinks should be censured;
the auditors are obliged to verify and, if they find the claims
to be real, to register them in the report they are bound to
make to the general meeting.

(2) If the denouncement is made by shareholders repre-
senting at least one fourth of the registered capital or a lower
quota in case the constitutive act thus stipulates, the audi-
tors are compelled to present their remarks and proposals
about the denounced facts.

(3) If the auditors consider the denouncement, set by
the shareholders representing at least one fourth of the
registered capital, well accounted for and urgent, they are
compelled to convene the general meeting immediately. If
not, they have to refer to the respective matter during the
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next meeting. The meeting has to decide upon settling the
denouncement.

(4) The fourth part of the registered capital is evidenced
by depositing the shares with banking companies in Romania
or with their branches or by freezing the bank accounts, res-
pectively, in cases where the shares have been issued in a
dematerialized form.

(5) The shares will stay deposited, or frozen respectively,
until after the extraordinary general meeting convenes and
evidence of deposit, or of freezing of the accounts respecti-
vely, will legitimates the attendance of the shareholders at
this meeting.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111155550000.... Ñ (1) The suit in responsibility against founders,
managers, auditors and directors belongs to the general meeting,
which will decide with the majority stipulated by Article 112.

(2) The decision could be made, even if the issue regard-
ing their responsibility is not on the agenda.

(3) The meeting appoints with the same majority the per-
son charged with taking action at law.

(4) If the meeting decides to bring a suit in responsibili-
ty against managers, their mandate ceases by right and the
meeting will proceed to their substitution.

(5) If the action at law is directed against the directors, they
are suspended by right until the ruling of court remains final.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111155551111.... Ñ (1) In case of vacancy of one or several mana-
gers, the other managers along with the auditors, and deli-
berating in the presence of two thirds and with absolute
majority, proceed to the appointment of a temporary mana-
ger till the convening of the general meeting, unless other-
wise stipulated by the constitutive act.

(2) In case there is only one manager and he wants to
withdraw, the general meeting will have to be convened. In
case of death or physical obstruction, the temporary
appointment will be made by the auditors, but the general
meeting will be urgently convened, for the final appointment
of the manager.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111155552222.... Ñ In case the manager or the directors conclude
legal documents to the companyÕs prejudice and the com-
pany, because of the positions detained by the said, does not
take any action in order to recover the damages, then any
of the minority stockholders has the right to file a law suit
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in the name of the company in order to recover the res-
pective damage.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111155553333.... Ñ (1) In case the managers find out the loss of
half of the registered capital they are compelled to convene
the extraordinary meeting in order to decide upon the recon-
stitution of the capital, its limitation to the balance amount
of money or the dissolution of the company.

(2) If provided by the constitutive act, the extraordinary
meeting can be convened even in case of a smaller loss.

(3) In case not even upon the second convening the quo-
rum wasnÕt gathered as per Article 115, the managers will
ask the district court of the companyÕs registered office to
appoint an expert to verify the loss of a part of the registered
capital. The court, on the basis of an expert survey, ascer-
taining the loss stipulated by paragraphs (1) or (2), will issue
a decision, authorizing the managers to convene the gene-
ral meeting which will be able to decide upon the limitation
of the capital to the balance amount or the companyÕs dis-
solution with any number of attending shareholders.

Section 4
About auditors

AAAArrrrtttt....    111155554444.... Ñ (1) The joint-stock company will have three
auditors and the same number of deputy members unless
the constitutive act stipulates a larger number. In all cases,
the number of the auditors must be an odd one.

(2) In the beginning, the auditors are elected by the con-
stitutive assembly. They have a three years mandate and can
be re-elected.

(3) The auditors have to carry out their mandate personally.
(4) At least one of them must be a legally authorized or

expert bookkeeper.
(5) In the companies with at least 20 per cent state owned

capital, one of the auditors must be recommended by the
Ministry of Finance.

(6) The majority of auditors and deputies will be Romanian
citizens.

(7) The auditors are bound to deposit within the period
indicated by the Article 137, the third part of the guarantee
required for managers.
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AAAArrrrtttt....    111155555555.... Ñ (1) An outsider independent auditor, be it a
natural or a legal person, may be appointed or elected as an
auditor of the company. In this case the provisions of this
present Law shall be duly completed with the provisions of
the special law.

(2) The appointment or the election of an outsider inde-
pendent auditor is compulsory in certain cases as regulated
by law.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111155556666.... Ñ (1) The auditors have to be shareholders, except
for the bookkeeper auditors.

(2) The following persons may not be auditors, and if they
were elected, they are denied their mandate:

a) relatives or kindred up to the fourth degree included
or managersÕ spouses;

b) persons receiving any form of salary or remuneration
from the managers or from the company, for another posi-
tion than that of an auditor;

c) persons who are denied the position of a manager as
per Article 135. 

(3) The auditors are remunerated by a fixed salary deter-
mined in the constitutive act or by the general meeting which
appointed them.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111155557777.... Ñ (1) In case of death, physical or legal obstruc-
tion, termination or renouncement to the mandate by one
auditor, the oldest deputy member will substitute him.

(2) If in this way, the auditorsÕ number cannot be com-
pleted, the remaining auditors will appoint other persons to
fill in the vacancies, until the next meeting of the general
assembly is held.

(3) In case no auditor stays in office, the managers will
urgently convene the general meeting, which will appoint
other auditors.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111155558888.... Ñ (1) The auditors are bound to supervise the
companyÕs administration, to check if the balance sheet and
the profit and loss account are legally drawn up and
according to the registers, if these are regularly kept, and
whether the assets assessment was made according to the
regulations settled for the drawing up of the balance sheet.

(2) Regarding all this, as well as regarding the proposals
they think fit for the balance sheet and for the distribution
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of profits, the auditors will submit to the general meeting a
detailed report.

(3) The general meeting will not be in a position to approve
the balance sheet and the profit and loss account, if these
are not accompanied by the auditorsÕ report.

(4) The auditors are also bound:
a) to perform monthly and unexpected inspections of the

cashierÕs safe and to verify the existence of bonds and assets,
which are the companyÕs property or which were received
as security, bail or deposit; 

b) to convene the ordinary or extraordinary meeting when
it was not convened by the managers;

c) to take part in the ordinary and extraordinary meetings
being authorized to include into the agenda the proposals
they think fit;

d) to ascertain that guarantees are regularly deposited by
the managers;

e) to watch over the legal provisions and those of the con-
stitutive act so that they should be fulfilled by managers and
official receivers.

(5) The auditors will inform the managers about irregu-
larities in administration and about the infringement of the
provisions of law and of the constitutive act which they find
out; they will bring to the attention of the general meeting
the more important cases.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111155559999.... Ñ (1) The auditors are entitled to obtain every
month from the managers a report on the operationsÕ situ-
ation.

(2) The auditors take part in the managersÕ meetings with-
out having the right to vote.

(3) It is forbidden to auditors to inform the shareholders,
in private, or third parties, about the companyÕs operations
which they took knowledge of while exercising their man-
date.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111166660000.... Ñ (1) With a view to fulfilling the provision of
Article 158 paragraph (2), the auditors will confer together;
however they will be able to draw up separate reports in
case of disagreement, which they must submit to the gene-
ral meeting.

(2) For the other obligations, stipulated by law, the audi-
tors can work separately.
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(3) The auditors will record their proceedings in a
special register, as well as the results of their mandate
exercising.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111166661111.... Ñ (1) The extent to which the auditors are res-
ponsible and the effects of their responsibility are determined
by the regulation of the mandate.

(2) Their dismissal could only be made by the general
assembly, on the basis of the vote required for the extraor-
dinary meetings.

(3) The provisions of Articles 73, 142 and 150 are also to
be applied to auditors.

Section 5
About bonds issue

AAAArrrrtttt....    111166662222.... Ñ (1) The joint-stock company  can issue bearer
or registered bonds, for an amount not exceeding three quar-
ters of the deposited and existent capital, according to the
latest approved balance sheet.

(2) The nominal value of a bond cannot be lower than
25,000 lei.

(3) The bonds of the same issue must have equal value
and give equal rights to their possessors.

(4) The bonds may be issued in a material form, on paper,
or in a dematerialized form by registration in a bank
account. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111166663333.... Ñ In order to proceed on bonds issuing by public
offering, as defined by Law no. 52/1994, the managers shall
publish an issue prospectus containing: 

a) denomination, object of activity, the registered office
and life of the company; 

b) registered capital and reserves; 
c) the date of publication in the Official Gazette of Romania

of the incorporation conclusion and the amendments made
to the constitutive act; 

d) situation of the registered assets according to the latest
approved balance sheet; 

e) categories of shares issued by the company; 
f) total amount of the previous issued bonds and of those

which are going to be issued, the method of reimbursement,
the nominal value of the bonds, the interest they yield, men-
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tion if they are registered or on bearer as well as if they are
convertible from one category into another or into shares; 

g) debts that entail the companyÕs real estate; 
h) date of publication of the extraordinary general meet-

ing decision which approved the issuing of bonds. 
AAAArrrrtttt....    111166664444.... Ñ In case the bonds make the object of a public

offering, as defined by Law no. 52/1994, their issuing and
market transaction are subject to the said Law. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111166665555.... Ñ (1) The subscription of bonds will be  made
on copies of the issue prospectus. 

(2) The value of the subscribed bonds must be fully depo-
sited. 

(3) The bonds titles must contain the date stipulated by
Article 163, item number and payments schedule in capital
and interests. 

(4) The  titles will be signed according to the provisions
of Article 93 paragraph (4). 

(5) The nominal value of the bonds convertible into sha-
res shall be equal to the value of the shares. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111166666666.... Ñ (1) The possessors of bonds can gather in a
general assembly to deliberate upon their interests. 

(2) The meeting will be convened at the expenses of the
company that issued the bonds upon the request of a bonds
holders number who would represent the fourth part of the
titles issued and not yet reimbursed or, after the
appointment of the representative of bonds holders upon
their request. 

(3) The dispositions stipulated for the ordinary meeting
of the shareholders are also to be applied to the meeting of
bonds holders, concerning the forms, conditions, convening
terms, titles depositing and voting. 

(4) The issuing company cannot take part in proceedings
of the bonds holdersÕ meeting on the basis of the bonds it
holds. 

(5) The bonds holders could be represented by proxies,
other than managers, auditors or company employees. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111166667777.... Ñ (1) The bonds holdersÕ meeting legally set up
has the powers: 

a) to appoint a representative  of the bonds holders and
one or several deputy members having the right to repre-
sent them in front of the company and court, establishing
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their remuneration; they may not take part in the compa-
nyÕs administration, but they will be able to attend its gene-
ral meetings; 

b) to carry out all the acts of supervision and protection
of their mutual interests or to authorize a representative to
carry them out; 

c) to set up a fund, taken out from the interests due to
bonds holders in order to cover the expenses necessary to
the protection of their rights, setting up, at the same time,
rules for the administration of this fund; 

d) to object to any modification of the constitutive act or
loan conditions, by which the bonds holdersÕ rights would
be affected; 

e) to pronounce their opinion concerning the  issue of
new bonds. 

(2) The assemblyÕs decision will be made known to the
company in no more than three days since they were
passed. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111166668888.... Ñ For the validity of the proceedings stipulated
under Article 167 letters a), b), c), the decision has to be made
with a majority of at least one third of the titles issued and
not reimbursed; in the other cases, the holders attendance is
required to the meeting, representing at least two thirds of
the titles not yet reimbursed and the favourable vote of at
least four fifths of the titles represented in the meeting. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111166669999.... Ñ (1) The decisions made by the assembly of the
bonds holders are also compulsory for the holders who did
not take part  in the meeting or who voted against. 

(2) The bonds holdersÕ decisions can be sued in court by
the holders who did not take part in the meeting or who
voted against and who demanded this to be recorded in the
meetingÕs minutes, within the period and with the effects
indicated by Article 131 and 132. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111177770000.... Ñ The suit taken by the bonds holder against the
company is not admissible if its object is the same as that
of the action brought against by the representative of the
bonds holders or is contrary to a decision of the assembly
of the bonds holders. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111177771111.... Ñ (1) The bonds are reimbursed by the issuing
company when they fall due. 
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(2) Before becoming mature the bonds of the same issue
and of the same value can be reimbursed, by drawing of
lots, at an amount higher than their nominal value
established by the company and publicly announced, at least
15 days prior to the drawing of lots. 

(3) The convertible bonds may be converted into shares
belonging to the issuing company under the conditions
established in the issue prospectus. 

Section 6 
About the registers and balance sheet of the company 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111177772222.... Ñ (1) Besides the registers stipulated by law, the
joint-stock companies must keep: 

a) a shareholdersÕ register which contains, as the case may
be, name, first name, denomination, place of residence or
registered office of shareholders of registered shares as well
as deposits made for the shares. Registration of shares issued
in a dematerialized form and transactioned on an organized
marked shall be kept in an independent private register of
the shareholders according to Law no. 52/1994; 

b) a register of the meetings and proceedings of the gene-
ral assembly; 

c) a register of the meetings and proceedings of the mana-
ging board; 

d) a register of the meetings and proceedings of the mana-
ging committee; 

e) a register of proceedings and findings made by audi-
tors while exercising their mandate; 

f) a register of bonds mentioning the total number of
the issued and reimbursed bonds, as well as name, first
name, denomination and registered office or place of resi-
dence of titulars, in case they are registered. Registration
of shares issued in a dematerialized form and transactioned
on a organized market shall be kept according to Law
no. 52/1994. 

(2) The registers stipulated by letters a), b), c) and f) of
paragraph (1) will be in the charge of the managing board,
the one stipulated by letter d) will be in the charge of the
managing committee and the one stipulated by letter e) will
be in the auditorsÕ charge.
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AAAArrrrtttt....    111177773333.... Ñ (1) The managers are bound to put at the dis-
posal of the shareholders the registers stipulated by Article
172, paragraph (1) letters a) and b) and to deliver upon their
request, at their expense, excerpts from the register. 

(2) They are also bound to put at the disposal of the bonds
holders, under the same conditions, the register stipulated
by Article 172, paragraph (1) letter f). 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111177774444.... Ñ The shareholdersÕ register and the bonds regis-
ter may be kept by filling them by hand or in a computerized
system. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111177775555.... Ñ (1) With a purpose to keep the shareholders
register in a computerized system and to carry on registra-
tion and other operations pertaining thereto the trading
company may conclude relevant contracts with an indepen-
dent private register keeping company. 

(2) The provisions of the previous paragraph are accord-
ingly applicable as regards the bonds register too. 

(3) Keeping of the shareholders register and/or of the
bonds register by an authorized independent register com-
pany is compulsory in cases specialy regulated by law. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111177776666.... Ñ The managers must present to the auditors,
at least one month prior to the established date of the gene-
ral assembly meeting the balance sheet of  the previous finan-
cial year, with the profit and loss account, along with their
report and supporting documents. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111177777777.... Ñ The balance sheet and the profit and loss account
will be drawn up under the conditions stipulated by law.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111177778888.... Ñ (1) The company will take over at least 5 per
cent of the profits every year, in order to form the reserve
fund until it amounts to a minimum of a fifth part of the
registered capital. 

(2) If the reserve fund, after its settling, will be reduced
for any reason whatsoever it shall be completed observing
the provisions of paragraph (1).  

(3) Even if the reserve fund reached its limit provided by
paragraph (1), it also includes the excess money obtained by
stock sale, at a rate higher than their nominal value, if the
excess is not money used to pay the issue expenses or is not
intended for paying off. 

(4) The founders, the managers and the companyÕs
personnel will participate in the profits allotment, if so
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provided by the constitutive act or, in the absence of such
provisions, if it was so approved by the general extraordi-
nary meeting. 

(5) In all cases the general meeting  will establish the par-
ticipation conditions for each financial year. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111177779999.... Ñ (1) The balance sheet and the profit and loss
account together with the managersÕ and auditorsÕ reports
will remain deposited at the registered office and that of its
branches during the 15 days preceding the meeting of the
general assembly so that they may be studied by the share-
holders. 

(2) The shareholders will be entitled to ask, at their expense,
for copies of the balance sheet, of the report of the mana-
ging board and of the auditors for the general assembly. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111188880000.... Ñ (1) The managers are bound, within 15 days
as from the date of the general assembly meeting, to depo-
sit a copy of the balance sheet allong with profit and loss
account, with the revenue office attaching their report, the
auditorsÕ report and the minutes of the general assembly
meeting. 

(2) A copy of the balance sheet, confirmed by the revenue
office, along with the documents mentioned in the preced-
ing paragraph, shall be deposited with the trade register
office. 

(3) A notice confirming the depositing of these documents
shall be published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part IV
at the companyÕs expense and by care of the trade register
office, for trading companies whose yearly rate of turnover
exceeds 100 billion lei. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111188881111.... Ñ The balance sheet approved by the general
assembly does not hinder the exercise of the action in res-
ponsibility against the managers, directors or auditors. 

CHAPITER V 
Limited partnerships by shares 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111188882222.... Ñ The limited partnership by shares is regulat-
ed by the provision regarding joint-stock companies except
for the provisions of the present chapter. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111188883333.... Ñ (1) The administration of the partnership is
entrusted to one or several active partners. 
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(2) The provisions of Articles 89 and 90 are to be applied
to the sleeping partners and those of Articles 80Ð83 to the
active partners. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111188884444.... Ñ (1) In the limited partnership by shares, the
managers could be dismissed by the shareholdersÕ general
assembly according to a decision made with the majority
required for the extraordinary meetings. 

(2) The general  assembly elects with the same majority
and observing the provisions of Article 135 another person
instead of the manager who was dismissed, died or who
cesed to exercise his mandate. 

(3) The appointment must also be approved by the other
managers if there are several ones. 

(4) The new manager becomes an active partner. 
(5) The dismissed manager remains unlimitedly liable

towards third  parties for the obligations he committed to
during his administration, keeping his right to subsequent-
ly sue the partnership. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111188885555.... Ñ The active partners who are managers cannot
participate  in the proceedings of the general assembly for
the election of auditors even if they possess shares in the
partnership. 

CHAPITER VI 
Limited liability companies 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111188886666.... Ñ (1) The associatesÕ decisions are to be made in
the meeting of the general assembly. 

(2) The constitutive act  may also state the possibility of
the voting by correspondence. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111188887777.... Ñ (1) The general assembly makes decisions by
the vote of the absolute majority of the associates and of the
participating shares. 

(2) Except for contrary legal provisions, or those of the con-
stitutive act, the vote of all associates is needed for decisions
having as their subject amendments to the constitutive act.

AAAArrrrtttt....    111188888888.... Ñ (1) Each social participating share gives the
right to one vote. 

(2) One associate could not exercise his right to vote in
the proceedings of the associatesÕ assembly, regarding his
contribution in kind or the legal documents concluded bet-
ween him and the company.
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(3) If  legally constituted meeting of the assembly cannot
make a valid decision due to he lack of the required majo-
rity, the assembly convened again is entitled to decide upon
its agenda whatever the number of associates and the capi-
tal share represented by the associates taking part in the
meeting are. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111188889999.... Ñ (1) The assembly of the  associates has the fol-
lowing main duties: 

a) to approve the balance sheet and to establish the allot-
ment of the net profit; 

b) to appoint the managers and the auditors, to dismiss
them and to relieve them of their activity; 

c) to decide upon the suing of the managers and auditors
for damages caused to the company, also designating the
person in charge of taking action against them; 

d) to modify the constitutive act. 
(2) In this last case, the provisions of Articles 219 and 220

are to be applied, if the constitutive act stipulates the right
of the associate to withdraw, due to the fact that he does not
agree to the amendments which were made. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111199990000.... Ñ (1) The managers are obliged to convene the
meeting of the associates at the registered office at least once
a year, or as often as necessary. 

(2) One associate or a number of them representing at
least a quarter of the registered capital, will be entitled to
demand the calling together of the general assembly, indi-
cating the purpose of this convening. 

(3) The calling together of the assembly will be made
under the form stipulated by the constitutive act and, in the
absence of any special provision, by registered letter, at least
ten days prior to the established date, mentioning its agen-
da. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111199991111.... Ñ The provisions stipulated for the joint-stock
companies regarding the right to contest the decisions of the
general assembly are also to be applied to the limited liabi-
lity companies. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111199992222.... Ñ (1) The company is administered by one or
several managers, associates or non-associates, appointed
through the constitutivr act or by the general assembly. 

(2) The managers may neither receive an administrator
mandate in other companies which are competitory or have
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the same object, without the authorization of the associatesÕ
assembly, nor may they carry out the same trading activity
or another competitive one on their own account or on the
account of another natural or legal person, under penalty of
being dismissed and responsible for damages. 

(3) The provision of Articles 75, 76,  77 and 79  are also
to be applied to the limited liability companies. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111199993333.... Ñ (1) The company must keep, through the good
office of the managers, a register of the associates, where
there will be written, by case, the name and first name, deno-
mination, place of residence or registered office of each asso-
ciate, his part of the registered capital, the transfer of the
participating shares or any other amendments thereto. 

(2) The managers are personally and jointly responsible
for any damage caused by breaking the provisions of para-
graph (1). 

(3) The register may be examined by the associates and
by the creditors. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111199994444.... Ñ (1) The constitutive act may stipulate the elec-
tion of one or several auditors by the associatesÕ assembly.

(2) If the number of the associates is larger than fifteen,
the auditorsÕ appointment is compulsory. 

(3) The provisions stipulated for  the auditors of the
joint-stock companies will also be applied to the auditors of
the limited liability companies. 

(4) For lack of auditors, each associate who is not a mana-
ger of the company will exercise the auditing right which
the associates have in general partnerships. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111199995555.... Ñ The limited liability company cannot issue
bonds. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111199996666.... Ñ (1) The balance sheet of the company and its
profit and loss account shall be drown up according to the
rules stipulated for the joint-stock company. After their appro-
val by the general assembly of the associates they shall be
deposited by the managers, within 15 days, with the reve-
nue office. A copy of the balance sheet and of the profit and
loss account, confirmed by the revenue office, shall be depo-
sited with the trade register office. This office shall make
the announcement as regulated by the last paragraph of
Article 180. 
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(2) The provisions stipulated for the reserve funds in the
joint-stock company as well as those regarding the writing
down of the registered capital, are also to be applied to the
limited liability companies. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111199997777.... Ñ (1) The participating shares may be transfer-
red among associates. 

(2) The transfer to persons outside the company is only
allowed if it was approved by the associates representing at
least three quarters of the registered capital. 

(3) The provisions of paragraph (2) are not applicable in
case of acquiring a participating share by inheritance, unless
otherwise stipulated by the constitutive act; in this case the
company is obliged to pay the value of the participating share
to heirs according to the latest balance sheet approved. 

(4) In case the maximum legal number of associates should
be exceeded due to the successorsÕ number, these will be
obliged to designate a number of title holders,  which will
not exceed the maximum legal number. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111199998888.... Ñ (1) The transfer of participating shares must
be registered with the trade register and into the register of
company associates. 

(2) The transfer comes into effect with reference to third
parties only from the moment of its registration with the
trade register. 

TITLE IV 
On the amending of the constitutive act 

CHAPTER I 
General provisions 

AAAArrrrtttt....    111199999999.... Ñ (1) The constitutive act can be amended by the
associates, observing the substance and form conditions sti-
pulated  for its concluding. 

(2) Amendments regarding changing of the registered
office in a different locality, of the main object of activity,
of the registered capital, merging and division, reducing or
extending the life of the company, its dissolution and liqu-
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idation shall be mentioned in the trade register only based
on the conclusions of the mandatory judge. The other
amendments shall be mentioned, observing the provisions
of the law, based on the resolution of the director of the
trade register office. This resolution has, correspondingly,
the legal status of the mandatory judgeÕs conclusions. 

(3) The additional act containing the full text of the pro-
visions of the constitutive act, as amended, shall be deposited
with the trade register office and shall be mentioned the-
rein, after  which it shall be forwarded, ex officio, to the
Official Gazette of Romania to be published at the compa-
nyÕs expense. 

(4) The amending act of the constitutive act of a general
partnership or of a limited partnership, in an authenticated
form, shall be deposited with the trade register office and
shall be mentioned therein, but its publication in the Official
Gazette of Romania is not compulsory. 

(5) If there are several amendments of the constitutive
act, simultaneously or successively, the said act shall be
brought upÐtoÐdate with all amendments and in such a form
it shall be deposited  with the trade register office. 

(6) In the act updated as per the preceding paragraph the
names, denominations and the other identification data of
the founders and of the first members of the companyÕs
bodies may be omitted. 

(7) The omission is allowed only if at least 5 years since
incorporation of the company have passed and only if the
constitutive act does not  provide otherwise. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222200000000.... Ñ Changing of the companyÕs form, extension of
its life or other amendments of its constitutive act do not
imply the setting up of a new legal person. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222200001111.... Ñ (1) The private creditors of the associates in a
general partnership, in a limited partnership or a limited
liability company may enter a caveat, according to the con-
ditions set up by Article 62,  against the decision of the meet-
ing of the associates to extend the life of the company over
the established period for its duration, if they have rights
stated by a executory title, previous to the decision. 

(2) When the caveat was admitted, the associates must
decide within one month from the date when the decision
became indisputable if  they would give up the extension or
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if they are to expel from the company the associate who is
in debt to the opponent. 

(3) In this last case the rights due to the debtor associate
will be calculated on the basis of the latest approved balance
sheet. 

CHAPTER II 
Writing down or the increasing of the registered capital 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222200002222.... Ñ (1) Writing down of the registered capital may
be obtained by: 

a) reducing the number of shares or of the participating
shares; 

b) reducing the nominal value of the shares or of the par-
ticipating shares; 

c) purchasing its own shares, followed by their cancellation. 
(2) When the writing down of the registered capital is not

motivated by losses incurred, it may yet be done by: 
a) total or partial exemption of the associates of their obli-

gation to make the deposits they owe; 
b) restitution to the shareholders of a share of their contri-

butions, in proportion to the writing down of the registered capi-
tal equally calculated for each share or participating shares; 

c) other methods, as prescribed by the law. 
AAAArrrrtttt....    222200003333.... Ñ (1) The writing down of the registered capital

can only be made after a two monthÕs period passing from
the day of the publication of the decision in the Official
Gazette of Romania. 

(2) The decision must observe the minimum registered
capital, when stated by the law, to point out to the reasons
of the writing down and the procedure used for its accom-
plishment. 

(3) Any creditor of  the company, prior to the decision
being published, is entitled to enter a caveat within the period
mentioned in paragraph (1) and under the conditions pres-
cribed by Article 62. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222200004444.... Ñ When the company issued bonds, the writing
down of the registered capital by paying back the sharehol-
ders out of the sum paid on account of the stock ca only be
made proportionally to the value of the reimbursed bonds.

AAAArrrrtttt....    222200005555.... Ñ (1) The registered capital may be increased by
issuing new shares or by increasing the nominal value of
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the existing shares in exchange for new contributions in
money and/or in kind. 

(2) Likewise, the new shares are paid by including  the
reserves, except legal reserves, as well as the benefits and
the issue premiums or by compensation of some certain and
liquid debts of third parties with its own shares. 

(3) Favourable differencies, as resulted from the re-eva-
luation of the registered assets, may be included in the
reserves and used for the increase of the registered capital. 

(4) The increase of the registered capital obtained by
increasing the nominal value of the shares can only be decided
with the vote of all shareholders, except for the case when
it is done by including the reverses, the benefits and the
issue premiums. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222200006666.... Ñ The resolution of the extraordinary meeting
of the general assembly to increase the registered capital will
be published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part IV,
granting a period of at least one month for the priority right
to be exercised starting from the publication date. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222200007777.... Ñ (1) The joint-stock company will be able to
increase the registered capital, observing the provisions sti-
pulated for the company setting up. 

(2) In case of public subscription, the issue prospectus
bearing the authentic signatures of two managers must be
deposited with the trade register in order to fulfill the for-
malities stipulated by Article 17 and will contain: 

a) date and incorporation number of the company with
the trade register; 

b) denomination and registered office of the company; 
c) subscribed and deposited registered capital; 
d) name and first name of the managers and auditors and

their place of residence; 
e) latest approved balance sheet, the profit and loss account

and auditorsÕ report; 
f) dividends paid in the last five years or since setting up,

if less than five years have passed since this date; 
g) bonds issued by the company; 
h) the resolution of the general assembly regarding new

stock issue, their total value, number and nominal value,
kind, information referring to contributions other than cash
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and advantages granted to these and the date from which
dividends will be paid. 

(3) The accepter will be able to claim the nullity of the
issue prospectus which does not contain all the indicated
mentions, if he did not exercise in any way duties and rights
as a shareholder. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222200008888.... Ñ The increase of the registered capital of a com-
pany by way of a public offering of negotiable  instruments,
as defined by Law no. 52/1994, is subject to the said law. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222200009999.... Ñ In case of increase of the registered capital by
way of a public offering the managers are jointly liable for
the accuracy of the date contained in the issue prospectus,
in the publications issued by the company or in the appli-
cations forwarded to the trade register office  with a view
to increase the registered capital. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222211110000.... Ñ (1) If the increase of the registered capital is
made by contributions in kind, the extraordinary general
meeting, which decided this, shall appoint one or several
experts to assess these contributions. 

(2) Contributions  in debts of third parties are not allowed. 
(3) After the survey report has been deposited the extra-

ordinary general meeting, convened again, may decide to
increase the registered capital taking into consideration the
expertsÕ conclusions. 

(4) The resolution of the general assembly must contain
the description of the contribution in kind, the name of the
persons who make it and number of shares to be issued for
it. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222211111111.... Ñ The shares issued with the purpose of
increasing the registered capital will be offered for
subscription, first of all to the other shareholders, in
proportion to the number of shares they possess and with
their commitment to exercise their priority right within the
period established by the general assembly, unless otherwise
stipulated by the constitutive act. After expiration of this
period it will be possible to subscribe the shares publicly. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222211112222.... Ñ (1) The general assembly, for justified reasons,
can withdraw the shareholdersÕ right to subscribe the new
shares totally or partially. 

(2) The convening shall have to contain, in this case, the
reasons for the increase of the registered capital, the per-
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sons to whom the new shares are going to be assigned to,
the number of shares assigned to each person, shares value
at the time  of their issuance and the basis on which this
value was calculated. 

(3) In order to take this decision the presence of three
quarters of the total number of the owners of the registered
capital and the vote of a number of shareholders which repre-
sent at least half of  the registered capital is necessary. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222211113333.... Ñ The priority right can not be used if the new
shares represent contributions in kind. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222211114444.... Ñ The resolution of the general assembly regard-
ing the increase of registered capital is effective only to the
extent to which it is fulfilled within one year from its date. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222211115555.... Ñ (1) The shares issued in exchange for contri-
butions in cash shall have to be paid, at the time of their
subscription, in proportion of at least 30% out of their nomi-
nal value and, in full, within no more than 3 years as from
the date the decision of the general assembly has been
published in the Official Gazette of Romania. 

(2) Within the same period of time  the shares issued in
exchange for contributions in kind shall also have to be paid.

(3) When an issue premium is to be applied it will have
to be fully paid at the time of subscription. 

(4) The provisions of paragraph (3) of Article 98 and those
of Article 100 are  to be applicable. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222211116666.... Ñ The limited liability company will increase its
registered capital, observing the rules regarding the setting
up of such companies. 

TITLE V 
Exclusion and withdrawal of the associates 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222211117777.... Ñ (1) That associate can be excluded from a gene-
ral partnership, a limited partnership, or a limited liability
company who: 

a) being noticed that he is put into delay, does not make
the contribution he has committed himself to make; 

b) having unlimited liability, has declared bankruptcy, or
became under a disability; 
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c) having unlimited liability without any right  interferes
in administration or breaks the provisions of Article 80 and
82; 

d) being a managing associate, defrauds the company or
uses the registered signature or the registered capital for his
own benefit or for othersÕ. 

(2) The provisions of this article are also to be applied to
the active partners of the limited partnership by shares. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222211118888.... Ñ (1) The exclusion is delivered by a court award
upon request of the company or of any associate. 

(2) If the exclusion is sued by an associate, both the com-
pany and the defendant will be subpoenaed. 

(3) The exclusion final award of court will be deposited
within fifteen days with the trade register office in order to
be registered, and the enacting terms of the court award will
be published upon the companyÕs request in the Official
Gazette of Romania, Part IV. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222211119999.... Ñ (1) The excluded associate is liable for losses
and he has a right to benefits to the day he has been exclud-
ed, but he will not be in a position to ask for their liquida-
tion, until they are allotted according to the provisions of
the constitutive act. 

(2) The excluded associate has no right to a proportional
part of the social assets, but he is only entitled to a sum of
money representing the value thereof. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222222220000.... Ñ (1) The excluded associate stays liable against
third parties for the operations carried out by the company
until the date the final award concerning the exclusion is
delivered. 

(2) If, in the moment the exclusion take place operations
are being carried out, the associate is bound to bear the con-
sequences and he may not withdraw the share he is entitled
to, until these operations are completed. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222222221111.... Ñ (1) The associate in a general partnership, in
a limited partnership or  in a limited liability company may
withdraw from the company: 

a) in the instances stipulated by the constitutive act; 
b) with the agreement of all the other associates; 
c) in the absence of such provisions in the constitutive

act or when the agreement of all the associates can not be
reached still the associate may withdraw for justified rea-
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sons, based on a court decision, subject only to an appeal,
within 15 days as from the day the decision has been noti-
fied. 

(2) The rights of the withdrawn associate, for which he is
entitled against his participating shares, shall be determined
with the agreement of the associates or by an expert desig-
nated by them or, in case of misunderstanding, by the court.

TITLE VI 
Dissolution, merging and 

division of the trading companies

CHAPTER I 
Dissolution of companies 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222222222222.... Ñ (1) The company enters dissolution by: 
a) expiration of the period established for the life of the

company; 
b) impossibility to carry out the object of activity of the

company or its fulfillment; 
c) the declared nullity of the company; 
d) the decision of the general assembly; 
e) the court decision, initiated by any one of the associates,

for justified reasons, such as serious misunderstandings bet-
ween the associates which hinder the companyÕs operation; 

f) bankruptcy; 
g) other reasons as prescribed by the law or by the con-

stitutive act of the company. 
(2) In the case prescribed by letter a) of paragraph (1) a

hearing of the associates must be held, at least one year prior
to the companyÕs expiration date, regarding the possible
extension of its life. When such a hearing lacks, at the ini-
tiative of any one of the associates the court may order, by
a decision, the carrying out of the hearing. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222222223333.... Ñ (1) The joint-stock company enters dissolution: 
a) in the case and under the conditions prescribed by

Article 153; 
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b) when the registered capital is written down under its
minimum legal level; 

c) when the number of shareholders diminish under its
legal minimum. 

(2) The limited partnership by shares and the limited lia-
bility company enter dissolution in case of losing half of
their registered capital or of it being reduced under its mini-
mum legal level, as the case may be. 

(3) The provisions of paragraph (1) and (2) are not to be
applicable in cases when, within 9 months as from the date
the loss or the reducing of the registered capital has been
aknowledged, it has been re-completed or written down to
the remaining amount or to the minimum legal level or
when the company is converted into another form for which
the  existing registered capital is up to requirements. 

(4) The provisions of letter c) of paragraph (1) are not to
be applicable in cases when, within 9 months as from the
date the reducing of the number of shareholders under its
minimum legal level has been acknowledged, this number
has been completed. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222222224444.... Ñ (1) The general partnership and limited liabi-
lity companies are dissolved through bankruptcy, legal ina-
bility, exclusion, withdrawal or death of one of the associates
when, owing to these causes, the number of the associates
was reduced to only one. 

(2) An exception makes the case where the constitutive
act contains  a clause according to which the company may
continue its existence with the heirs or when the only remain-
ing associate decides the company to continue in the form
of a limited liability company with an only associate. 

(3) The provisions of the preceding paragraphs are to be
applicable also to the limited partnership or limited part-
nerships by shares providing those clauses are applicable to
the only active or the only sleeping partner. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222222225555.... Ñ (1) If the general partnership, an associate dies
and there is no contrary agreements, the company must pay
the share due to the heirs according to the latest approved
balance sheet within three months from the notification of
the associateÕs death, if the remaining associate do not pre-
fer to continue the company with those heirs who consent
thereto. 
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(2) The provisions of paragraph (1) are also applied to the
limited partnership, in case of death of one of the active
partners, unless his heirs do not prefer to stay with the com-
pany as active partners. 

(3) The heirs stay liable according to Article 219 until the
publication was made of the change which took place. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222222226666.... Ñ (1) In case the company was dissolved follow-
ing the decision of the associates, the said may go back on
their decision, with the majority required for the modifica-
tion of the constitutive act, as long no distribution of the
companyÕs assets was initiated. 

(2) The new decision shall be mentioned in the trade regis-
ter after which the trade register office will forward it to the
Official Gazette of Romania, in order to be published in Part
IV at the companyÕs expense. 

(3) The creditors and any interested party may oppose the
decision in court according to the conditions laid down by
Article 62. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222222227777.... Ñ (1) The dissolution of trading companies must
be registered with the trade register and published in the
Official Gazette of Romania except for the case stipulated by
letter a), paragraph (1) of Article 222. 

(2) The registration and publication will be made accord-
ing to Article 199, when the dissolution will take place on
the basis of a decision of the general assembly, within fif-
teen days from the date of the final court award, if the dis-
solution was ruled by court. 

(3) In the case regulated by letter f) paragraph (1) of Article
222 the dissolution shall be decided by the court specially
entrusted with bankruptcy procedure. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222222228888.... Ñ (1) Dissolution of the company has, as an effect,
the beginning of the liquidation procedure. Dissolution may
take place without liquidation in case of merging or of total
division of the company and in other cases stipulated by
law. 

(2) As from the moment of dissolution, the managers can
not start new operations; otherwise they are personally and
jointly liable for the operations they started. 

(3) The ban imposed by paragraph (2) is to be applied as
from the day the time established for the companyÕs life
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expires or as from the date of its dissolution as decided by
the general assembly or as declared by a court decision. 

(4) The company maintains its legal personality during
the liquidation operations until the liquidation is finished.

AAAArrrrtttt....    222222229999.... Ñ The dissolution of the company, before expira-
tion of the period established for its duration, becomes effec-
tive against third parties only after a thirty dayÕs interval has
passed from the publication in the Official Gazette of Romania. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222233330000.... Ñ In the general partnerships, the limited part-
nerships and the limited liability companies the associates
may also decide, along with the dissolution, with the quo-
rum and the majority required for the modification of the
constitutive act, the way liquidation is to be carried out,
when they are in full agreement as to the distribution and
liquidation of he companyÕs assets and when such steps make
sure the company gets rid of its liabilities or comes to an
agreement with the creditors to the same  end. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222233331111.... Ñ (1) Dissolution of a limited liability company
with an only associate brings about the universal transfer of
the companyÕs assets towards the only associate, without liqu-
idation. 

(2) The transfer of the assets takes place and the compa-
ny ceases to exist at the following dates: 

a) if there is no opposition, on the date the time to file
an opposition has expired; 

b) if an opposition was filed, on the date the court deci-
sion which rejects the opposition has become irrevocable or,
as the case may be, the decision by which a note is taken
that the company or the only associate has paid its debts or
offered securities accepted by the creditors or come up with
an arrangement with them for the payment of its debts. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222233332222.... Ñ (1) At the request of the local chamber of trade
and industry or of any interested person, the court could
decide the dissolution of the company, in the cases when:

a) the company lacks the bodies required by the consti-
tutive act or these bodies can not meet any more; 

b) the company did not submit for 3 consecutive years its
balance sheet or other documents which, according to the
law, should be submitted with the trade register office; 
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c) the company ceased its activity or it has no known regis-
tered office or the associates have disappeared or they have
no domicile or known residence. 

(2) The provisions of paragraph (1) letter c) are not to be
applied in case the company was  temporarily inactive, a
fact notified to the public fiscal agencies and registered with
the trade register. The duration of inactivity can not exceed
3 years. 

(3) The court decision following which the dissolution
comes into effect shall be published in the Official Gazette
of Romania, Part IV, and in a wide circulation newspaper
at the expense of the party who initiated the application for
the dissolution, which party may recover the expenses from
the company by way of a separate law suit. 

(4) Against the decision any interested person may file an
appeal within 30 days as from the date it was published in
the Official Gazette of Romania. 

(5) On the date of the court decision remaining final the
company shall be erased from the trade register, ex officio,
except for the case when the court decided otherwise. 

CHAPTER II
Merging and division of companies 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222233333333.... Ñ (1) The merger is accomplished by the absor-
ption of a company by another or by the fusion of two or
several companies with the purpose to set up a new com-
pany. 

(2) The division is accomplished by dividing all assets of
a company which ceases to exist among two or several exist-
ing companies or which thus are set up. 

(3) The company does not cease to exist in case a part of
its assets breaks off and is transfered to one or several exist-
ing companies or which thus are set up. 

(4) Merging or division may also be accomplished bet-
ween companies of different forms. 

(5) Companies on the way of liquidation can undergo
merging or they can be divided only if the distribution
among the associates of the parts to which they are entitled
from the liquidation has not started. 
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AAAArrrrtttt....    222233334444.... Ñ (1) The merger or the division is decided by
each company, under the conditions stipulated for the
amending of the companyÕs constitutive act. 

(2) If, by merging or division, a new company is set up,
it shall come into existence under the conditions prescribed
by this present law for the agreed upon form of company. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222233335555.... Ñ The merger or the division has, as an effect,
the dissolution without liquidation of the company which
ceases to exist and the universal transfer of its assets towards
the beneficiary company or companies, in the state they finds
themselves at the time of the merger or of the division, in
exchange for assigning shares or participating shares there-
of to the associates of the company which ceases to exist or,
possibly, of a sum of money which can not exceed 10% of
the nominal value of the assigned shares or participating
shares. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222233336666.... Ñ Based on the decision of the general assem-
bly of the shareholders of each of the companies which take
part in the merger or in the division, their managers shall
draw up a merger or division plan, which shall contain:

a) the form, denomination and the registered office of
each of the companies involved in the operation;

b) the basic reasons and the conditions of the merger or
of the division;

c) the limits and the evaluation of the assets and the lia-
bilities which are to be transferred to the beneficiary com-
panies;

d) modalities to hand over the shares or the participating
shares and the date as from which they entitle the owner to
collect dividends;

e) the exchange rate of the shares or of the participating
shares and, as the case may be, the amount to be paid as
compensation;

f) the quantum of the merger or of the division premium;
g) the rights granted to the obligees and any other spe-

cial advantages;
h) the date of the merger balance sheet or of the division

balance sheet, date which shall be the same for all compa-
nies involved;

i) any other data that may present interest for the ope-
ration. 
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AAAArrrrtttt....    222233337777.... Ñ (1) The merger or division plan, signed by the
representatives of the companies involved, shall be deposit-
ed with the trade register office where each company is regis-
tered, along with a statement of the company which ceases
to exist following the merger or the division, regarding the
way it decided to pay off its liabilities. 

(2) The merger or the division plan, confirmed by the
mandatory judge, shall be published in the Official Gazette
of Romania, Part IV, at the partiesÕ expense, in full or in
excerpt, according to the orders of the mandatory judge or
to the partiesÕ request. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222233338888.... Ñ (1) Any creditor of the company which enters
merging or division, toward whom the companyÕs debt is
prior to the publication of the merger or division plan, can
file an opposition according to Article 62. 

(2) The opposition suspends the carrying into effect of the
merger or of the division until the day when the court deci-
sion becomes irrevocable, except in case the debtor compa-
ny presents evidence it paid its debts or presents guarantees
accepted by the creditors or comes to an agreement with
them for the payment of its debts. 

(3) The provisions of Article 62 are to be applicable. 
AAAArrrrtttt....    222233339999.... Ñ (1) The managers of the companies which are

going to enter a merger or to be divided shall submit to the
associates the following:

a) the merger or division plan;
b) the general report of the managers which shall indi-

cate, among others, the exchange rate of the shares or of the
participating shares;

c) the auditorsÕ report;
d) the merging balance sheet or the division balance sheet;
e) the situation of contracts covering operations of more

than 5,000,000 lei each, currently in progress and their dis-
tribution among the beneficiary companies. 

(2) For the joint-stock companies, limited partnerships by
shares or limited liability companies the report of one or
several experts appointed by the mandatory judge shall be
added, which shall express their specialized opinion as to
the merger or the division. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222244440000.... Ñ (1) In not more than two months as from the
expiration of the time limit stipulated by Article 238 or, as
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the case may be, as from the date the court decision has
become irrevocable, the general assembly of each company
involved shall decide as to the merger or the division. 

(2) The constitutive acts of the newly set up companies
by merger or division shall be approved by the general assem-
bly of the company or companies which cease to exist. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222244441111.... Ñ By derogation from the provisions of Article
115, when the merger or the division has, as an effect, the
increase of the obligations of the associates of one of the
involved companies, the decision shall be taken with an una-
nimity vote. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222244442222.... Ñ The act amending the constitutive act of the
absorbing company, in an authenticated form, shall be regis-
tered with the trade register where the company has its regis-
tered office, and, confirmed by the mandatory judge, it is
forwarded, ex officio, to the Official Gazette of Romania, to
be published at the companyÕs expense. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222244443333.... Ñ The merger or the division is considered as
being accomplished on the following dates:

a) in case one or several new companies are set up, on
the date of the new companyÕs incorporation with the trade
register or of the latest;

b) in the other cases, on the date the mention regarding
the increase of the absorbing companyÕs registered capital
has been registered in the trade register. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222244444444.... Ñ In case of the merger by absorption, the absorb-
ing company acquires the rights and obligations of the absorbed
company and in case of the merger by fusion the rights and
the obligations  of the companies which cease to exist are
transfered to the newly set up company. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222244445555.... Ñ (1) The companies which come into possession
of goods following a division process are liable to the cre-
ditors for the obligations of the company which, by division,
ceased to exist, in proportion to the acquired goods, except
for the case when the division act has established different
proportions. 

(2) In case it is not possible to identify the company lia-
ble for a certain obligation, then the companies which acqu-
ired goods as a result of division shall remain jointly liable.

(3) The contribution of a part out of the assets of a com-
pany to one or several existing companies or which, as a
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result, are thus set up, in exchange for the shares or the par-
ticipating shares assigned to the associates of that company
to the beneficiary companies, is accordingly subject to the
legal provisions regarding the division, if it takes place in the
form of a breaking off as per paragraph (3) of Article 233. 

TITLE VII
Liquidation of trading companies

CHAPTER I
General provisions

AAAArrrrtttt....    222244446666.... Ñ (1) Even if the constitutive act stipulates pro-
visions in this respect, the following rules shall be observed
in liquidating and distributing the social assets:

a) until the official receivers take over their duties, the
managers continue their mandate, except for the provisions
of Article 228;

b) the official receiversÕ appointment act or the decision
that replaces it and any subsequent act bringing changes
regarding their replacement must be deposited by official
receiversÕ care, with the trade register office to be imme-
diately registered and published in the Official Gazette of
Romania, Part IV. 

(2) Only after fulfilling the formalities of paragraph (1)
the official receivers will deposit their signature with the
trade register and will take over their duties. 

(3) After the publication stipulated by paragraph (2), no
action may be taken for or against the company, but only
on behalf of the official receivers or against them. 

(4) Beside the provisions of the present title, the rules
established under the constitutive act or law are also applied
to the companies undergoing liquidation to the extent to
which they are not incompatible with the liquidation. 

(5) All the documents issued by the company must show
that it is undergoing liquidation. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222244447777.... Ñ (1) The receivers can be natural or legal per-
sons. The receivers that are natural persons or the perma-
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nent representatives Ñ natural persons belonging to the liqu-
idating company Ñ should be authorized receivers, as pro-
vided by law. 

(2) The official receivers have the same responsibility as
the managers. 

(3) Immediately after having taken over their duties, the
official receivers are obliged, along with the companyÕs mana-
gers, to make an inventory and to draw up a balance sheet
to ascertain the exact situation of the companyÕs assets and
liabilities and to sign them. 

(4) The official receivers are obliged to receive and keep
the companyÕs assets, the registers committed to them by
the managers and the documents of the company. They will
also keep a register with all the liquidation operations, by
their date order. 

(5) The official receivers carry out their mandate under
the auditorsÕ supervision. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222244448888.... Ñ As regards the trading companies whose acti-
vity was carried out on the basis of the environment permit
stipulated by Law on environment protection no. 137/1995,
the official receivers are obliged to take steps for drawing
up an enwironment balance sheet, stipulated by the said
law, and to forward the results of this balance sheet to the
local environment protection agency. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222244449999.... Ñ (1) Beside the competences granted them by
the associates with the same majority required for their
appointment, the official receivers will be able:

a) to go to law and be sued to the benefit of the liquida-
tion;

b) to carry out and to conclude the trading operations
related to liquidation;

c) to sell, by public auction, the real estate and any mova-
ble estate of the company; the goods cannot be sold in the
lump;

d) to make transactions;
e) to liquidate and to cash in the companyÕs debts even

in case of the debtorÕs bankruptcy, issuing a receipt;
f) to contract bills of exchange, to make unmortgaged

loans and generally to carry out all other necessary acts. 
(2) In the absence of special provisions in the constitutive

act or in their appointment document, they may not create
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mortgages on the companyÕs properties, unless they are auth-
orized by court, with the auditorsÕ advice. 

(3) The official receivers who undertake new trading ope-
rations which are not necessary to the liquidation purpose,
are personally and jointly liable for their accomplishment. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222255550000.... Ñ (1) The official receivers cannot pay the asso-
ciates any sum of money for the parts they are entitled to
by liquidation before all the companyÕs creditors get paid. 

(2) Still, the associates could ask for the held back sums
to be deposited with the Savings and Consignment Office or
with a banking company or one of their branches and to
carry out the distribution of the shares or of the participat-
ing shares even during liquidation if, besides what is neces-
sary to cover all the companyÕs obligations which are to be
paid at maturity or which are falling due, a liquidness of at
least 10% of their amount still remains available. 

(3) The companyÕs creditors are entitled to enter a caveat
against the decisions of the official receivers as per Article
62. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222255551111.... Ñ The official receivers who prove by balance
sheet presentation, that the funds owned by the company
are not sufficient to cover the claimable liabilities, must ask
for the necessary amounts of money to be paid in by the
associates who are unlimitedly liable or by those who did
not make the full deposits, if they are obliged to obtain them,
as per the companyÕs form, or if they are in debt to the com-
pany for the unmade deposits they were bound to make as
associates. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222255552222.... Ñ The official receivers who paid the companyÕs
debts with their own money will not be in a position to exer-
cise against the company more comprehensive rights than
those granted to the creditors who got paid. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222255553333.... Ñ The companyÕs creditors are entitled to exer-
cise against the official receivers the actions resulting from
debts which fall due until the limit of the property existing
in the companyÕs ownership is reached and only then they
are allowed to sue the associates, for the payment of the
sums due out of the subscribed shares value or of the con-
tributions made to the companyÕs registered capital. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222255554444.... Ñ (1) The companyÕs liquidation must be com-
pleted within  3 years at the most as from the date of its
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dissolution. For justified reasons the court may extend the
said time limit with not more than 2 years. 

(2) After the liquidation is completed the official receivers
must request the erasing of the company form the trade
register. 

(3) The company can also be erased ex officio. 
(4) Liquidation does not discharge the associates and does

not hinder the bankruptcy procedure of the company to be
started. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222255555555.... Ñ (1) After the accounts are approved and the
distribution is completed, the registers and deeds of the gene-
ral partnership, limited partnership and limited liability com-
pany, which are not needed by any of the associates, will be
kept by the associate appointed by the majority. 

(2) In joint-stock companies and in limited partnerships
by shares, these will be deposited with the trade register,
where any interested part could take notice of them, with
the court authorization. 

(3) The registers of all companies will be kept for five
years. 

CHAPTER II
Liquidation of general partnerships, limited
partnerships or limited liability companies

AAAArrrrtttt....    222255556666.... Ñ (1) The official receiversÕ appointment in the
general partnerships, limited partnerships or limited liabi-
lity companies, will be made by all the associates, unless
otherwise stipulated by the company contract. 

(2) If the unanimity of votes cannot be met, the appoint-
ment of the official receivers will be made by the court, upon
the request of any associate or manager, by listening to all
the associates and managers. 

(3) The associates or managers may appeal against the
court ruling within fifteen days from the judgement. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222255557777.... Ñ (1) After having completed the liquidation of
the general partnership, limited partnership or limited lia-
bility company, the official receivers must draw up the liqu-
idation balance sheet and propose the distribution of assets
between the associates. 
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(2) The unsatisfied associate may enter a caveat, as per
Article 62, within 15 days from the notification of the liqu-
idation balance sheet and the distribution draft. 

(3) In order to settle the caveat judgement, the liquida-
tion problems will be separated from those regarding the
distribution, which may not concern the official receivers. 

(4) After expiration of the period stipulated by paragraph
(2) or after the court decision on the caveat remained final,
the liquidation balance sheet and the distribution are con-
sidered approved and the official receivers are discharged
of their responsibilities. 

CHAPTER III
Liquidation of joint-stock companies and of limited

partnerships by shares

AAAArrrrtttt....    222255558888.... Ñ (1) The appointment of the official receivers
in the joint-stock companies and limited partnerships by
shares is made by the general assembly which decides the
liquidation, unless otherwise stipulated by the constitutive
act.

(2) The general assembly makes decisions with the same
majority stipulated for the modification of the constitutive
act. 

(3) If the majority was not met, the appointment will be
made by court, upon the request of any of the managers or
associates, the company and those who requested the
appointment being summoned. This ruling may be appealed
within fifteen days from the delivery of the court decision.

AAAArrrrtttt....    222255559999.... Ñ (1) The managers will submit to the official
receivers a report about administration for the time elapsed
since the latest approved balance sheet and until the moment
the liquidation started. 

(2) The official receivers are entitled to approve the report,
to appeal or to support the disputes that may occur. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222266660000.... Ñ (1) When one or several managers are designat-
ed as official receivers, the report concerning the managersÕ
administration will be deposited with the trade register office
and it will be published in the Official Gazette of Romania,
Part IV, along with the final liquidation balance sheet. 

(2) When the duration of administration exceeds a finan-
cial year, the report must be attached to the first balance
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sheet, which the official receivers submit to the general
assembly. 

(3) Any shareholder may enter a caveat within fifteen days
from the publication as per the conditions stipulated by
Article 62. 

(4) All the caveats entered will be connected to be settled
by a single court award. 

(5) Any shareholder is entitled to intervene in court and
the ruling of court will also be opposable to the non-inter-
vening shareholders. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222266661111.... Ñ If the liquidation lasts longer than a financial
year, the official receivers are obliged to draw up the year-
ly balance sheet observing the provisions of the law, and of
the constitutive act. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222266662222.... Ñ (1) After the liquidation has been completed
the official receivers draw up the final balance sheet indi-
cating the quota allotted to each share, out of the companyÕs
assets distribution. 

(2) The balance sheet signed by the official receivers, along
with the auditorsÕ report will be deposited with the trade
register office in order to be registered and it will be
published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part IV. 

(3) Any shareholder may enter a caveat as per Article 62. 
AAAArrrrtttt....    222266663333.... Ñ (1) If the period stipulated by Article 260 para-

graph (3) has elapsed without any caveat being entered the
balance sheet is considered approved by all the shareholders
and the official receivers are delivered of their duties on con-
dition that all the companyÕs assets should be distributed.

(2) Independently of the expiration of the term, the receiv-
ing bill for the last distribution will stand for the approval
of the account and of the distribution made to each share-
holder. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222266664444.... Ñ (1) The sums of money due to the sharehol-
ders, which were not cashed in within two months as from
the publication of the balance sheet, shall be deposited with
the Savings and Consignments Office or with a banking com-
pany or one of the branches thereof, indicating the share-
holderÕs name and first name when the shares are registered
ones or the order numbers of the shares when they are on
bearer. 
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(2) The payment will be made to the indicated person or
to the shareholder while the deed is to be held back. 

TITLE VIII
Offences

AAAArrrrtttt....    222266665555.... Ñ It is to be sentenced to jail in the range of 1
up to 5 years the founder, the manager, the director, the
executive director or the legal representative of the compa-
ny who:

1. in bad faith presents, in the prospectuses, reports and
statements submitted to the public, unreal facts regarding
the setting up of the company or its economic conditions or
hides, in bad faith, totally or in part, data as mentioned;

2. in bad faith presents to the shareholders an inaccurate
balance sheet or inaccurate data regarding  the economic
conditions of the company with the purpose to hide its real
situation;

3. refuses to submit to the experts, in the cases and under
the conditions stipulated by Articles 25 and 37, the neces-
sary documents or hinders them, in bad faith, to carry out
their duties. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222266666666.... Ñ It is to be sentenced to jail in the range of 1
up to 3 years the founder, the manager, the director, the
executive director or the legal representative of the compa-
ny, who:

1. acquires, on the companyÕs account, shares belonging
to other companies for a price of which he is aware that it
is well superior to their real value or sells, on behalf of the
company, shares belonging to the company for prices about
which he is aware they are well under their real value, with
the purpose to obtain a profit, for him or for others, to the
prejudice of the company;

2. uses, in bad faith, the companyÕs assets or prestige for
a purpose contrary to its interests or for his own benefit or
in order to favour another company he is directly or indi-
rectly interested in;

3. borrows, in any form, directly or by an interposed per-
son, from the company he is managing or from a company
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under its control or from a company which controls the one
he is managing or paves the way so that one of these above
mentioned companies grant him any kind of guarantee for
his own debts;

4. spreads false news or use other fraudulent means lead-
ing to the increase or decrease of the value of the compa-
nyÕs shares or bonds or of other deeds the company owns
with the purpose  to obtain, for him or for others, a profit
to the prejudice of the company;

5. cashes or pays dividends, in any form, out of false pro-
fits or which could not be distributed, due to the lack of a
balance sheet or contrary to those resulting therefrom;

6. breaks the provisions of Article 178. 
AAAArrrrtttt....    222266667777.... Ñ It is to be sentenced to jail ranging from 6

months up to 5 years the manager, the director, the execu-
tive director or the legal representative of the company, who:

1. issues shares of a lower value than their legal one or
at a lower price than their nominal value, or issues new sha-
res in exchange for contributions in money prior to the full
payment of the preceding shares;

2. in the meetings of the general assembly makes use of
the shares which are not subscribed to or distributed to the
shareholders;

3. grants loans or advances on the companyÕs shares;
4. hands over the shares to the title shareholder ahead of

schedule or does the same with shares paid totally or in part
except for the cases stipulated by law or issues bearer sha-
res without them being fully paid off;

5. does not observe the legal provisions regarding the can-
celling of the unpaid off shares;

6. issues bonds without observing the legal provisions or
issues shares which do not contain all mentions required by
law. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222266668888.... Ñ It is to be sentenced to jail in the range of one
month up to one year or to a fine in the range of 250,000
lei up to 15,000,000 lei the manager, the director, the exe-
cutive director or the legal representative of the company,
who:
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1. carries out the decisions of the general assembly,
regarding the changing of the companyÕs form, its merging
or its division or the writing down of its registered capital
prior to expiration of the time limits stipulated by law;

2. carries out the decisions of the general assembly
regarding the writing down of the registered capital without
first forcing the associates to effect payments due or without
a decision of the general assembly which exempts them from
the subsequent payments. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222266669999....    Ñ (1) It is to be sentenced to jail in the range of
one month up to one year or to a fine in the range of 250,000
lei up to 15,000,000 lei the manager who:

1. breaks, even by interposed persons or be simulated
acts, the provisions of Article 145;

2. does not convene the general assembly in the cases sti-
pulated by law or breaks the provisions of Article 188 para-
graph (2);

3. starts operations on behalf of a limited liability com-
pany before the registered capital was paid in full;

4. issues negotiable instruments representing participa-
ting shares of a limited liability company;

5. acquires shares possessed by the company on its account
in cases forbidden by law. 

(2) It is to be sentenced to the same punishments as pro-
vided by paragraph (1) the associate who breaks the provi-
sions of Article 126 or of Article 188, paragraph (2). 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222277770000.... Ñ (1) It is to be sentenced to jail in the range of
one month up to one year or to a fine in the range of 250,000 lei
up to 15,000,000 lei the auditor who does not convene the
general assembly in cases where the law compels him to. 

(2) The provisions of Article 266, point 3, are also to be
applied to the auditors, accordingly. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222277771111.... Ñ (1) It is to be sentenced to jail in the range of
3 months up to 3 years the person who accepted or kept the
duties of an auditor, against the provisions of Article 156,
paragraph (2) or the person who accepted to be appointed
as an expert and so breaking the provisions of Article 38.
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(2) Decisions arrived at by general assemblies based on a
report of an auditor or of an expert appointed with the infrin-
gement of the provisions of Article 156, paragraph (2) and
of Article 38 can not be cancelled because of the infringe-
ment of the provisions of the said articles. 

(3) It is to be sentenced to the punishment provided by
paragraph (1) the founder, manager, director, executive direc-
tor and the auditor exercising their powers and duties by
breaking the provisions of this present law regarding the
incompatibility. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222277772222.... Ñ (1) The provisions of Articles 265-271 are also
to be applied to the official receiver to the extent to which
they refer to obligations pertaining to his specific duties.

(2) The sentence stipulated by Article 269 is also to be
applied to the official receiver who makes payments to the
associates and breaks the provisions of Article 250 in doing
so. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222277773333.... Ñ (1) It is to be sentenced to jail in the range of
6 months up to 3 years or to a fine in the range of 350,000
lei up to 30,000,000 lei the shareholder or the bonds holder
who:

1. passes his shares or his bonds to the names of other
persons to be used with the purpose of meeting a majority
in the general assembly, to the prejudice of other sharehol-
ders or bonds holders;

2. votes, in the general assemblies, in the situation sti-
pulated at point 1 above, acting as the owner of shares or
bonds which he does not really possess;

3. in cases forbidden by law, in exchange for material
advantages, assumes the obligation to vote in a certain man-
ner in the general assembly meetings or not to attend the
voting procedure. 

(2) The person who induces a shareholder or a bonds
holder so that, in exchange for a sum of money or of anoth-
er material advantage, to vote in a certain manner in the
general assembly meetings or not to attend the voting pro-
cedure, is to be sentenced to jail in the range of 6 months
up to 3 years or to a fine in the range of 350,000 lei up to
30,000,000 lei. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222277774444.... Ñ It is to be sentenced to jail in the range of one
up to 5 years, beside the responsibility encumbered for the
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damages caused through his operations to the Romanian
state and to third parties, the person who carries out trad-
ing activities in favour and on behalf of companies set up
abroad, in cases when the conditions stated by law for their
operation in Romania are not fulfilled. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222277775555.... Ñ If, according to the Criminal Code or to other
special laws, the offences stipulated by this present Title do
represent even more serious law infringements, then they
shall be sentenced under the conditions and with the punish-
ments provided therein. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222277776666.... Ñ Sentences in the range of 3 up to 12 years in
jail are to be applied to persons guilty of fraudulent ban-
kruptcy consisting in one of the following acts:

a) forging, stealing or destruction of the companyÕs records
or hiding of a part of its assets; presenting of nonexistent
debts or recording in the companyÕs registers, in any other
act or in the balance sheet of some undue amounts, each of
these facts being perpetrated with the intended purpose to
show a non real decrease of the assetsÕ value;

b) alienation, in case of a company going baukrupt, and
to the prejudice of the creditors, of an important part of the
assets. 

TITLE IX
Concluding and transitory provisions

AAAArrrrtttt....    222277777777.... Ñ (1) The trading companies set up according to
Law no. 15/1990 on reorganization of state owned compa-
nies as self-managed public companies and as trading com-
panies with all its subsequent modifications, which went pri-
vate or are going to, can operate on the basis of an articles
of association only. 

(2) By amending the articles of association, according to
the law, the associates may call it the constitutive act, without
seting up a new trading company in doing so. 

(3) The trading companies with fully or mainly stateÐowned
capital may operate with any number of associates. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222277778888.... Ñ The appointment of staff in the trading com-
panies is to be made on the basis of an individual labour
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contract, observing the labour and social security legal pro-
visions. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222277779999.... Ñ If the sole associate in a limited liability com-
pany is also a manager, he may also benefit by a pension
the same as with the state social security to the extent to
which he made his contribution to the social security and
that one intended for the additional pension. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222288880000.... Ñ The setting up of trading companies with
foreign participation, in association with Romanian legal or
natural persons or with full foreign capital will be made
observing the provisions of this present law and those of the
law on the status of foreign investments.* 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222288881111.... Ñ The activities which can not be organized as
trading companies shall be identified by way of a
Government Decision. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222288882222.... Ñ For the authentication of the constitutive act
the stamp tax and notarial fees shall be paid, as regulated
by the law. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222288883333.... Ñ According to this present law, the municipa-
lity of Bucharest is assimilated to a county. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222288884444.... Ñ (1) Small businesses and the associations having
a lucrative purpose which are legal persons set up according
to the Decree Ñ law no. 54/1990 on the organization and the
accomplishment of economic activities on the basis of free
initiative, and reorganized until September 17, 1991 in one
of the forms stipulated by Article 2 of this present law, may
continue their activity. 

(2) They are successors, by right, of the small businesses
or of the associations having a lucrative purpose out of which
they originate. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222288885555.... Ñ The provisions of this present law are to be
completed with the provisions of the Commercial Code. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    222288886666.... Ñ The companies with foreign participation set
up until December 17, 1990 may continue their activity in
accordance with their setting up document, approved
according to the law. 
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AAAArrrrtttt....    222288887777.... Ñ On the date of coming into force of this pre-
sent law the provisions of Articles 77 Ñ 220 and Article 236
of the Commercial Code*, the provisions regarding the small
businesses and the associations having a lucrative purpose,
with legal personality, of the Decree Ñ law no. 54/1990 on
the organization and accomplishment of economic activities
on the basis of free initiative, the Decree no. 424/1972 on
the setting up and operation of jointÐventures in Romania,
except for Articles 15, 28 paragraph (1), Articles 33 and 35
paragraph (2) and (3), the Decree Ñ law no. 96/1990 concern-
ing some steps to atract foreign capital investment in
Romania, are abrogated. 
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* According to Article IX of the Expeditious Government Ordinance no.
32/1997, as approved by Law no. 195/1997, on the date of coming into
force of this mentioned Ordinance (July 28, 1997) Articles 237 Ð 250 and
Articles 264Ð269 of the Commercial Code are abrogated. 



LLLLAAAAWWWW
rrrreeeeggggaaaarrrrddddiiiinnnngggg    tttthhhheeee    ttttrrrraaaaddddeeee    rrrreeeeggggiiiisssstttteeeerrrr****

CHAPTER I
General provisions

AAAArrrrtttt....    1111.... Ñ (1) Traders are obliged, before starting trade, to
ask for being incorporated at the trade register and, during
the carrying on of trading operations and after their cessa-
tion, to ask for having the mentions recorded at the same
register concerning deeds and facts whose registration is pro-
vided by law. 

(2) For the purpose of this law, the term traders shall
designate natural persons who usually carry on trading ope-
rations, trading companies, self-managed public companies
and co-operative organizations. 

(3) The provisions of paragraph (1) are not applied to
craftsmen and peasant who sell products from their own
farms. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    2222....    Ñ (1) The trade register is kept by the trade register
office organized in each county and in the Bucharest muni-
cipality according to the present lawÕs chapter II provisions.

(2) The central trade register is kept by the National Trade
Register Office organized by the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Romania. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    3333.... Ñ Traders ask for incorporation with the Bucharest
municipalityÕs trade register office or with their countyÕs
trade register office where they have their headquarters. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    4444.... Ñ (1) The trade register is public. 
(2) The trade register office is obliged to issue, on the

applicantÕs expense, certified copies of registrations carried
on in the register, of the presented documents, as well as
certificates ascertaining that certain deeds or facts are or are
not registered. 

(3) The deeds mentioned at paragraph (2) can be requi-
red and delivered by correspondence as well. 

* Republished on the grounds of Article IV of the Law no. 12/January
8, 1998, published in the ÒMonitorul OficialÓ (Official Gazette of Romania),
Part I, no. 15/January 19, 1998, by giving the articles new numbers. 

The Law no. 26/1990 was published in the ÒMonitorul OficialÓ (Official
Gazette of Romania), Part I, no. 121/November 7, 1990. 
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AAAArrrrtttt....    5555.... Ñ (1) The incorporation documents and mentions
are opposable to third parties from the date of their accom-
plishing with the trade register or from their publishing in
the Official Gazette of Romania, Part IV, or in any other
publication, when the law provides it. 

(2) The person who is obliged to ask for a registration can-
not oppose unregistered deeds or facts to third parties unless
he can prove that these were known to them. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    6666.... Ñ The registrations with the trade register are made
only based on a mandatory judgeÕs conclusions or, by case,
on the court final sentence, unless the cases when the law
provides in a different way. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    7777.... Ñ (1) The law courts are obliged to send to the trade
register office legalized copies of the final sentenceÕs dispo-
sitions and conclusions concerning deeds and mentions
which must be registered, as law provides, within 15 days
since they remained final. 

(2) By means of these conclusions and final sentences, the
courts will order that the registrations be effected with the
trade register. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    8888.... Ñ (1) The control of legality of operations accom-
plished by the trade register office shall be made by one of
the county courtÕs judges or of the Bucharest municipality
annually appointed by the president of that court. 

(2) The mandatory judge shall check out the operation of
the trade register at least once a month. 

(3) The checking made by the mandatory judge does not
exonerate from responsibility the officeÕs personnel who
manage and perform operations of the trade register for
having the registred data in accordance with the law. 

(4) The mandatory judgeÕs works of secretary, archives,
court clerk are effected by the personnel of the trade regis-
ter office. 

CHAPTER II
Trade register office

AAAArrrrtttt....    9999.... Ñ (1) The trade register office is set up and operates
by each county chamber of commerce and industry. 

(2) The National Trade Register Office is set up and ope-
rates by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania.
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(3) The trade register offices provided by par. (1) will send
to the National Trade Register Office any incorporation or
mention operated within 15 days since being effected. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    11110000.... Ñ (1) The organizational frame, number and wage
level of personnel from the county and Bucharest offices of
the trade register are unitedly established by the Chamber
of Commerce and Industry of Romania. 

(2) In the same way the norms of internal organizing and
operation of the offices are established. 

(3) The necessary personnel of the trade register offices
is staffed on competition base by the county chambers of
commerce and industry. The expenses required by function-
ing and the pay funds are ensured by the budget of the coun-
ty chambers of commerce and industry. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    11111111.... Ñ (1) For the operations accomplished, the trade
register office will levy duties according to a tariff established
by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania
together with the Ministry of Finance. 

(2) A share of 8% of the duties is due to the National Trade
Register Office and it is cashed by the trade register office
that operates the registration and it is monthly transferred
to the National Trade Register Office. A share of 2% of the
duties levied for the registrations done based on the con-
clusions of the mandatory judges will monthly be transferred
by each county chamber of commerce and industry to the
Ministry of Justice. 

(3) Duties, except those due to the National Trade Register
Office and to the Ministry of Justice are income of the bud-
get of the chambers of commerce and industry by which the
office is set up. 

(4) In case the shares stipulated in paragraph (2) are not
paid until the last day in the month following the cashing
that entails the payment of 0.15% penalty per day of delay.

AAAArrrrtttt....    11112222.... Ñ (1) The trade register consists of a register for
registering the traders as natural persons and another one
to register the traders as legal persons. The register is opened
for every year. These registers are computerized. 

(2) Each registered trader will have an order number begin-
ning from 1 every year. 

(3) The trade register office will also keep files of each
trader according to the documents handed in by them. The
registrations effected in the register will be also made evi-
dent in the traderÕs file. 
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(4) The register keeping and the registering are unitarily
established for all offices based on the norms issued by the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania together
with the Ministry of Justice within 90 days after this law*
has been published in the Official Gazette of Romania. 

CHAPTER III
Registration accomplishment

AAAArrrrtttt....    11113333.... Ñ (1) The incorporation application with the trade
register of a natural person as a trader will contain:

a) name and surname, domicile, citizenship, date and
place of birth, marital status, wealth and its means of asses-
sment and previous trading activities;

b) trading company and its headquarters;
c) object of trade, mentioning the field and the main acti-

vity sector as stipulated in the trading licence;
d) number, date and issuing body of the trading licence.
(2) To the incorporation application it will be enclosed

evidence of the data included in it. 
(3) The office will write down with the trade register all

the data of the application. 
AAAArrrrtttt....    11114444....    Ñ The incorporation of a trading company with

the trade register will cover the data stipulated by the man-
datory judgeÕs incorparation conclusion. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    11115555.... Ñ The incorporation with the trade register of a
selfÐmanaged public company or national company will con-
tain:

a) setting-up deed, denomination, headquarters and, if it
is the case, its emblem;

b) object of activity, mentioning the field and main activity;
c) the component units that can enter into contract rela-

tionship with third parties, the authorized persons to repre-
sent them as well as the limits of their power; 

d) name and surname, date and place of birth, domicile
and citizenship of the persons authorized to represent them
and the limits of their power. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    11116666.... Ñ The co-operative organizations are incorporated
with the trade register observing the regulations on handi-
craft co-operation, credit and consumption co-operation. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    11117777.... Ñ The incorporation application with the trade
register is done, if not otherwise stipulated by law, within
15 days:
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a) for traders, natural persons, from the date of licence;
b) for trading companies since the date when the consti-

tutive act was certified;
c) for the self-managed public companies, national com-

panies and co-operative organizations since the date of the
setting-up deed. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    11118888.... Ñ (1) The incorporation application of a trader,
natural person, will be done personally or by authorized
agent having special and certified power of attorney. 

(2) To prove the signature specimen, the trader is to give
its signature at the trade register office in the presence of
the mandatory judge or the office manager or its deputy who
will certify the signature. 

(3) When the trader is absent, its signature can be replaced
by a specimen certified by notary public. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    11119999....    Ñ (1) The incorporation application with the trade
register of a trading company will be signed at least by an
administrator, or by case, by its representative or, according
to law, by any partner and for selfÐmanaged public compa-
nies, national companies, or co-operative organizations that
will be signed by authorized persons to represent them accor-
ding to the law. 

(2) The signature specimen of administrators and, by case,
of the trading companiesÕ representative as well as the per-
sons authorized by law to represent the self-managed public
companies or co-operative organizations shall be done with
observance of Art. 18 par. (2) and (3) provisions. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    22220000.... Ñ (1) The incorporation application will be accom-
panied by proving acts. 

(2) Number and date of the mandatory judgeÕs conclusion
will be mentioned at any incorporation. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    22221111.... Ñ With the trade register are to be registered men-
tions concerning:

a) donation, sale, tenancy or trading fund mortgage, as
well as any other deeds certifying changes concerning incor-
porations or mentions or providing company or goodwill
cessation;

b) name, citizenship, birth date and place of the authorized
person; if the representation right is limited to a certain sub-
sidiary or branch, the mention will be made only with the
register where the subsidiary or branch is registered. The
authorized personÕs signature shall be submitted as provid-
ed by Art. 18 par. (2) and (3);

c) patents, trade and service marks, brand names, origin
names, information regarding the origin, name of the firm,
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emblem or other distinctive signs upon which a trading com-
pany, self-managed public company, co-operative organiza-
tion or trader as a natural person has any right;

d) divorce final sentence of the trader, as well as the sen-
tence on sharing the common assets delivered during the
trade operating;

e) sentence of laying the trader under interdiction or of
instituting his trusteeship, as well as the suspending sen-
tence for these measures;

f) opening the proceedings of judicial reorganization or
bankruptcy as well as the registering of the respective men-
tions;

g) conviction sentence of the trader for penal deeds which
make him unworthy to perform this profession;

h) any alteration regarding the registered documents,
deeds and mentions. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    22222222.... Ñ (1) The trader is obliged to apply for registra-
tion in the trade register of the mentions provided by Art.
21 within at most 15 days since the date of acts and deeds
subject to registration obligation. 

(2) MentionsÕ registration can also be made at the inte-
rested personsÕ request within at most 30 days from the date
they learnt about the document or deed subject to registra-
tion. 

(3) Mentions will be registered ex officio within at most
15 days from the date when the legalized copy of the enact-
ing terms of the final sentence was received for documents
and deeds provided by Art. 21 letters d), e), g). 

(4) The fact that mentions can be registered at other per-
sonsÕ request, too, or ex officio does not exonerate the tra-
der from the obligation to ask for their operation. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    22223333.... Ñ (1) The trader who has subsidiaries must ask
for their incorporation with the trade register office at the
headquarters of each subsidiary. 

(2) In the application, besides the data stipulated by the
present law on the traderÕs incorporation he will also write
down the office where the main headquartersÕ firm was regis-
tered. 

(3) The trade register office of the subsidiaryÕs headquar-
ters will deliver to the trade register office of the traderÕs
main headquarters an abstract of the registration in order
to be mentioned in the respective trade register. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    22224444. Ñ (1) The trader who has his trading head office
abroad and sets up a subsidiary or branch in Romania will
be subject to all provisions concerning incorporation, men-
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tioning and publication of documents and deeds required
for home traders. 

(2) All these formalities will be made with the trade regis-
ter office of the headquarters of the subsidiary or branch. 

(3) If a company that has its headquarters abroad sets up
several subsidiaries in the country, the incorporation deeds
and other documents of the same company, required by sub-
sidiary incorporation, are handed in only at one of the sub-
sidiaries. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    22225555.... Ñ (1) Anybody considering himself to have suffered
a prejudice due to the incorporation or mention in the trade
register has the right to ask for its striking off. 

(2) The mandatory judge will give his verdict on the appli-
cation of striking off through a conclusion, summoning the
parties. 

(3) This conclusion can be attacked only by appeal in the
court within 15 days from the passing date. 

(4) The court will urgently judge the appeal in the court
chamber. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    22226666.... Ñ (1) The registration date with the trade register
is the date when this registration was actually operated in
the register. 

(2) The registration with the trade register is operated
within 24 hours since the date of the mandatory judgeÕs con-
clusion, and for a trading companyÕs incorporation within
24 hours since the mandatory judgeÕs conclusion became
irrevocable. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    22227777.... Ñ (1) The chambers of commerce  and industry
have active trial legitimacy and they can intervene in any
trial regarding registrations with the trade register; it has a
public interest mainly consisting in observing the general
requirements of any trade activity. 

(2) The applications submitted by the chambers of com-
merce and industry, on the grounds of the present law, are
not subject to the stamp duty and not to the judicial stamp
either. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    22228888.... Ñ In the registration applications with the trade
register and in any other inquiries sent to this register, the
trader will indicate the person and the address at which he
will receive the mandatory judgeÕs conclusion or any other
documents or letters of advice. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    22229999.... Ñ The trader must mention Ñ on letters, invoi-
ces, offers, orders, tariffs, prospectuses and any other docu-
ments used in trade activities Ñ the number of his com-
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panyÕs registration in the trade register and the year of
registration as well. 

CHAPTER IV
Trade names and emblems regime

AAAArrrrtttt....    33330000.... Ñ (1) The trade name is the name or, by case, the
denomination under which a trader carries on the trade and
signs. 

(2) The emblem is the sign or denomination which dif-
ferentiates a trader from another one of the same branch.

(3) Trade names and emblems will be written first of all
in Romanian. 

(4) The exclusive right of using the trade name and
emblem is got by registering them with the trade register.

AAAArrrrtttt....    33331111.... Ñ (1) The trade name of a natural person trader
consists of the traderÕs fully written name or the surname
and the initial letter of his first name. 

(2) No mentions misleading on traderÕs nature or intent,
or on traderÕs position can be added to the trade name.
Mentions could be made for indicating more precisely the
traderÕs person or his kind of trade. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    33332222.... Ñ The trade name of a general partnership must
comprise the name of at least one of the partners, with the
fully written mention of Ògeneral partnershipÓ. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    33333333.... Ñ The trade name of a limited partnership must
comprise the name of at least one of the active partners,
with the fully written mention Òlimited partnershipÓ. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    33334444.... Ñ If the name of a person from outside the com-
pany appears, with his consent, in the trade name of a gene-
ral partnership or a limited partneship, that person becomes
unlimitedly and jointly responsible for all companyÕs liabi-
lities. The same rule applies to the sleeping partner whose
name enters the trade name of a limited partnership. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    33335555.... Ñ The trade name of a joint-stock company or a
limited partnership by shares consists of its own denomi-
nation able to differentiate it from other companiesÕ names
and it will be accompanied by the fully written mention of
Òjointer, tock companyÓ or ÒS.A.Ó, or Òlimited partnership by
sharesÓ, as the case may be. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    33336666.... Ñ The trade name of a limited liability company
consists of its own denomination, at which there may be
added one or more of its partnersÕ name, and it will be
accompanied by the fully written mention Òlimited liability
companyÓ or ÒSRLÓ. 
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AAAArrrrtttt....    33337777.... Ñ The trade name of a subsidiary in Romania
belonging to a foreign company must also contain the men-
tions concerning its headquarters abroad. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    33338888....    Ñ (1) Any new trade name must differentiate from
the existing ones. 

(2) In case a new trade name is similar to another one, it
must be added a mention that differentiates it from this one,
either by more precisely naming the person or by indicating
the sort of trade carried on, or by any other way. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    33339999.... Ñ (1) The trade register office will refuse the regis-
tration of a trade name which, without introducing some
differentiating elements, may cause confusion with other
registered marks. 

(2) The check of the trade name/emblem availability is
done by the trade register office before making ready the
setting deeds or, before changing the trade name/emblem,
as the case may be. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    44440000.... Ñ No trade name must contain a denomination
used by the traders from the public sector. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    44441111.... Ñ (1) The acquirer, with any title of goodwill, may
continue his activity under the previous trade name com-
prising the name of a natural person trader or of one part-
ner, with the express consent of the previous owner or of
his successors, being obliged to mention the quality of suc-
cessor within this trade name. 

(2) The previous trade name keeping is allowed to the
joint-stock company, limited partnership by shares or limited
liability company without being necessary to mention the
succession relation. 

(3) In case the trade name of a limited liability company
comprises the name of one or more partners, the provisions
of item (1) are to be applied. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    44442222.... Ñ The trade name cannot be alienated separate-
ly from the goodwill for which it is used. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    44443333.... Ñ (1) Any emblem should differentiate from the
emblems written in the same trade register for the same sort
of trade, as well as from the emblems of other traders on
the market where the trader carries on his activity. 

(2) The emblems may be used on advertising panels whe-
rever they can be placed, on invoices, letters, orders, tariffs,
prospectuses, posters, publications and in any other way,
provided they are visibly accompanied by the traderÕs trade
name. 
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(3) If the emblem contains a denomination, the trade name
will be written in letters of at least half of the size of the
emblem letters. 

CHAPTER V
Sanctions

AAAArrrrtttt....    44444444.... Ñ (1) Traders who must apply for the incorpora-
tion or registering of a mention, or who have to hand in a
signature or certain deeds and who do not observe the legal
dispositions or the stipulated term will be bound, by ruling
of court, to pay a civil fine from 50,000 lei to 500,000 lei. 

(2) The civil fine is from 100,000 lei to 1,000,000 lei in
case the incorporation, mention, submittance of signature
or deed are in charge of a trading company. If there are
many persons bound to fulfilment, the fine is to be imposed
on each of them. 

(3) The fine stipulated by item (1) is also imposed on the
persons culpable of not transferring, according to Art. 11,
the amount of the fees due to the National Trade Register
Office and Ministry of Justice, or of not conveying the date
provided by Art. 9 item (3). 

(4) The fine provided at item (2) is also applied to the
representatives of the trading companies fined in compliance
with this item.

AAAArrrrtttt....    44445555.... Ñ Traders who do not comply with the obligations
stipulated by Art. 29 shall be sanctioned, by ruling of court,
with the civil fine provided by Art. 44 item (1), and, in case
of a recurrent deficiency, with the fine provided by Art. 44
item (2). 

AAAArrrrtttt....    44446666....    Ñ The court notification for the fine imposing sti-
pulated by Art. 44 may be done by any interested person as
well as by the county chamber of commerce and industry
in which the trade register office operates, where it was
asked for or it should have been asked for the incorporation
or mention registering or the signature submittance and the
deed; in the case provided by Art. 45 the notification may
be done by the county chamber of commerce and industry
by which the trade register office operates, where the
registration had been made. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    44447777.... Ñ The civil fines stipulated by Art. 44 and 45 are
subject to common law status of the civil fines provided by
Code of civil procedure and are to be imposed by the terri-
torial court on whose area the fact was produced. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    44448888.... Ñ (1) The person who, ill-intentioned, made
inaccurate statements, on whose basis an incorporation was
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* Excepting the provisions of art. 4, item (2) and (3), art. 6, art. 8, item
(2), (3), (4), art. 11 item (2), (3), (4), art. 12 item (1), (3), (4), art. 13 item (1),
art. 14, art. 15, art. 16, art. 17-20, art. 21 letter f), art. 23, art. 24 item (3),
art. 25 item (3), art. 26Ð29, art. 30 item (2) and (4), art. 36, art. 37, art. 39,
art. 41, art. 44, art. 45, art. 48 item (1), art. 51 and 52 that come into force
after 30 days from the publication date in the Official Gazette of Romania,
Part I, of Law no. 12/1998. 

made or mention was registered with the trade register, will
be sentenced to jail from 3 months to 2 years or a fine will
be imposed from 1,000,000 lei to 5,000,000 lei if, according
to law, the fact does not represent a more severe infringe-
ment of the law. 

(2) By ruling passed, the court will also order that the
inaccurate incorporation or mention be corrected or struck
off. 

CHAPTER VI

 

Final and transitory provisions

AAAArrrrtttt....    44449999.... Ñ In the counties, where there are not set up
chambers of commerce and industry, the trade register offi-
ces are organized and function by the county chambers of
commerce and industry established by the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry of Romania. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    55550000.... Ñ (1) The ensurance of the proper premises and
material conditions necessary for carrying on the activity of
the National Trade Register Office and of every trade regis-
ter office is made, for 1990Ð1991, by the prefectÕs office and
respectively, by the Bucharest City hall. 

(2) The assets equipping the offices are to be transferred,
without any charge, to the county chambers of commerce
and industry and becomes their property until 1 January
1992. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    55551111.... Ñ The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of
Romania and the county chambers of commerce and indus-
try will provide the implementation of the unitary infor-
mation system of the trade register. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    55552222.... Ñ The Bucharest Municipality Trade Register
Office becomes the Trade Register Office of the Bucharest
Municipality and the county of Ilfov. 

AAAArrrrtttt....    55553333.... Ñ The present law is to be enforced within 30
days from the publication in the Official Gazette of Romania.*
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